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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid." 
thedailyeatemnews.com 
FACULn SENATE 
SECTION + Panthers coaching staff filled by WNBA pick: page 12 
WEDNESDAY 
NOVEMBER 
16 
2005 
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston 
Snafu delays 1 0-minute rule discussion 
Luis Clay Mendez Service 
Award announced 
Annual Fund Reoeipted Gifts Historical Preservarion Commission. 
8Y SARAH WHITNEY 
ADMINISTRATION EDITOR 
Faculty Senate postponed cliscussions over the 10-minute rule 
because of a miscommunication between irself and Srudeor 
Senate. 
Because state funding has not increased in the past four years, 
internal fundraising has become more important. 
Steve Rich and Jonathan McKenzie, director and assis!aJlt 
director of alwnni services and community relations, updated the 
senate on their efforts to increase external fundraising. 
They focused on annual fund gifts, which only consists of 6 
percent of what the department raises in a year. 
The annual fund gift is comprised of alumni donations result-
ing from a tdefund. It does not reflect denotations made to sup-
port departmental scholarship. 
''Ir's getting hdd because they're ready present but there are just 
minor things thar need to get cleared up," said Chelsea Fredrick, 
srudenr vice president for academic afFairs. "lr will probably come 
before the (Facuhy) Senate sometime after Thanksgiving." s., ~ ChX• . s lt>:l 000 I ·0 .:o. ~.CoOG P!-4; J•)f.o S!l\t!l,:X!i> 
"The annual fund experience very good growth over past rwo 
years," McKenzie said. "For the past twO fiscal years, we have 
made a concerted effort ro reach the alumni. The growth (poten-
tial) is there, and there are more dollars coming in." 
Annut~l Fund Oils In action items, the senate approved awarding the Luis Clay 
Mendez Distinguished Service Award to Par McCallister of fami-
ly and consumer sciences. 
The award honors Eastern faculty that exemplify the dedication 
of the late Luis Clay Mendez by their service to Eastern, their pro-
fession and the community on a local, national and international 
levd, said John Pommier, chair of the nominations committee 
The sdection committee Wd.S impressed by McCallister's work, 
which, in addirion to her duties at Eastern, included membership 
on the Coles County Methamphetamine Action Coalition Board, 
former President of the Association of Home Equipment 
Educators, former editor of the AHEA Narional Technical 
Conference Proceedings and membership of the Charlesron 
In 2005, the fund was $256,248, which is a nearly 50 percent 
increase compated ro 2003's rotal of$139,435. 
The money generated goes directly into the departmental 
SEE FACULTY PACE 9 
City council meeting leaves residents confused, befuddled 
Bv ERIN MILlER 
OTYEDITOR 
prepare proper arguments. 
Mayor John Inyarr said he has made it a point 
co meet and talk with any residents, who had 
Residents near the Arrowhead Ridge concerns. 
Subdivision remained mnfused after voicing "I made it a point to talk with anybody on this 
their concerns Tuesday nighr ar the Charleston issue," Inyarr said. '1 received very little feed-
City Council Meeting. back." 
They thought the Changes to the final plot of City council member Lorelei Sims said the 
the subdivision will devalue their house, and council could have gone one step further to be a 
they do not understand how the city could allow linle more informative. 
zoning changes. Tremain said her and other neighbors sent let-
The developer is requesting some of the zon- rc:rs to the mayor expressing their concern. 
ing be changed from single-f.unj}y homes to Along with rezoning some of the areas to 
duplexes. . make them applicable to duplexes, the devdop-
Rachd Tremain, a Charleston resident, said er is also requesting smaller lots. 
she is concerned with the duplexes because she The lot size will be reduced ro 75 feet wide as 
does not know who will rent these homes. opposed to 1 00 feet. 
"My husband and I invested our incomes This request Wd.S done because William 
into our house," Tremain said. "We are in the Tapella, a representarive of the devdoper, said he 
unknown." thinks the market has changed. 
Tremain said ir is a known fact duplexes deval- Having smaller lots gives a homeowner the 
ue homes because they are typically rented prop- opporrunity to pur more money into their house 
erty. instead of their land, Inyarr said. • 
She said she was also disappointed by the lack Residents argued this might nor be the case 
' 
ERIC HILTNEIIITHEQl\JLYEASnRNNEWS 
of proper notice regarding the meeting. because they bought their house wanting a larg-
All of the residents would have liked more 
norice about the public hearing so they could SEE CO UNCIL PACE 9 
Coactmed Charltatoa micltllf Raolttl Trt11ain apealcs to tH cifr council THaday IYtnlnc at the 
Munioiplt buildiq about tilt HptiYt tfftcta a n• subtliviaion •icld have on tilt walut of her 
fa11ilfa llo•. 
Presentation to help faculty avoid proposal mistakes 
Bv KAviA CRow 
STAFf REPORTER 
Eastern's Faculty Devdopmenr and Grants and 
Research departments will hold a presentation on 
bow ro write a research proposal titled, "How to 
write a proposal to the Council on Facuhy 
Research." 
The presentation will take place ar 12 p.m. roday 
in the Paris Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. 
Ir will cliscuss suggestions on making a proposal 
competitive and examples of recent proposals that 
received funding. 
Bob Chesnut, the director of grants and research, 
is presenting the program. 
Eastern gives out internal funding for research 
and creative activity twice a year, in the spring and 
the fall. The next round of funding to be given our 
is for research over the summer and consists of 20 
grants worth $4,000 each for a total of $80,000 in 
funding. Chesnut said. 
"The $4,000 pays a faculty member's salary while 
he or she conductS a project involving research or 
creative activity during the summer," he said. 
Proposals for projectS during the school year are 
considered ar a separate time. These grants do not 
include salary for the faculty during the project, he 
said. 
Funding for internal grants comes out of Eastern's 
budget, while funding for external grants comes 
from an outside agency. Agencies that ofren provide 
outside funding include the illinois Department of 
Public Health or the Federal Department of 
Education, Chesnut said. 
Today's presentation will hdp faculty members 
learn what conscirutes a good proposal and avoid 
common mistakes. Chesnut said that there are four 
common mistakes that faculty members make 
when writing proposals. 
"(One mistake is) failing to follow the required 
format," he said. "The proposal format is based on 
a series of questions. Sometimes the question is nor 
answered, or it is answered under a d.i.f:ferent ques-
tion." 
Other common mistakes are not defining unfa-
miliar terms, writing in a way that is roo technical 
for the audience or not c:xplainingwhar makes the 
proposal d.ifferenr than other proposals in the past, 
Chesnut said. 
After proposals are rumed in, the Council on 
Faculty Research reviews them and chooses which 
ones will receive funding. The council is made up of 
rwo representatives from each of the four colleges 
SEE PROPOSAL PAGE 9 
Top four 11istakes. .. 
-faculty make when writing 
proposals for internal funding 
#1 Not following required format 
and not answering the required 
questions. 
112. Failing to define unfamiliar 
terms 
113 Writing at a level too technical 
for the general audience 
#4 Not explaining how the propos-
al is different than projects that 
have been done before 
lnformatioo according ID acCDrding to Bob 
Chesnut, directDr of BfillliS and research. 
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The Dally E•srern News is pooduced by thl.' 
students of Eastern llllnoos Unive"'oty. 
It os published daily Mond3y through Friday, 
In Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring 
semestNs and twicl' wl'ekly during tM 
summer term excq>t during school vacations 
or .-xaminatoons. Subscroptlon proce: SSO per 
semester, $30 for summc.>r, $95 •II year. 
The DEN is a mc.>mbc.>r of The Assocoated Press, 
whoch is c.>ntotled to exclusive use of all articles 
appeanng on thts paper 
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CAMPUS BRIEFS 
Flu shots change location this week 
Walk-ups will be taken Thursday 
and Friday from 8:30 a.m. to I I :30 
a.m. and from 12:30 p.m. ro 3:30 
p.m. at the Health Service Medical 
Clinic on the first floor of the Human 
Services Building. 
Other times are available by 
appointment by calling 581-2727. 
Frankenstein vs disabled 
social class lecture 
Mark Mossman, associate professor 
of literature and of disability srudies at 
Western fllinois Universi£y, will lecture 
on disability StUdies at 4 p.m. today in 
Booth Library Room 4440. 
Mossman will be discussing the paral-
lels between the story of Fran.la::nst:ein 
monster and the caregory of disabilities 
today. 
This d.isrusWn is offered as part of 
the Frankenstein: Pcncuaring tbe St:crcz 
ofNarure aavding exhibition on display 
at Booth Library until Nov. 22. 
Frankenstein film to play 
today in Booth Library 
Jerry Eisenhour, professor of the-
atre arts, will be moderating the film 
"Frankenstein" at 7 p.m. today in 
Booth Library Room 3202. 
This film is offered as part of the 
Frankenstein: Peneuating the Secrets 
of Narure traveling exhibition, 
which wiU remain on display 
throughout the Booth ubra.ry until 
Nov. 22. 
TALKING TO THE PRESS 
SARAH WHITNEY/1\-t~ IWLY Wll:RN NEWS 
11le Public Relation• Student SociefJ of America and the Society of Colleciate Joumaliata, Ruu Leonard, of WEIU, 
Sara Waconer of 7h Atency, and Matt leinheit and Brian ~rtln of 7h DEN, talk about their aummer internahipa 
TuesdaJ eveninc in Buzzard Hall. Mort than 25 jouruliam and communication atlldies majora attended. 
COLLEGE & UNIVERSITY NEWS 
SIU-C faces discrimination suit 
Bv ZAoc QuAtNTANa 
(The Daily Egyptian) 
CARBONDALE- With the threat of 
a Justice Department lawsuit loom-
ing, Sourhcrn lllinois University 
Chancellor Walter Wendler said 
Monday he i.~ still hoping a meeting 
with officials would absolve allega-
tions that three graduate scholan;hips 
are discriminatory. 
The University muse eUminate the 
programs before Nov. l8 or suffer 
legal action from the U.S. 
WTF? 
Dcpanmem of J~cice, the federal 
agency wrote in a Nov. 4 letter. 
According ro the letter, investiga-
tors concluded SIUC has panicipared 
in a pattern of discrimination against 
whites, non-preferred minorities and 
males. 
Sony distributing spyware 
Bv CARLOS BfRCHlo 
LUBBOCK, Texas - Software 
designed by Sony BMG Music 
Entertainment co protect copyright-
ed music aided hackers in infiltrating 
listeners' computers. 
Sony BMG vowed Friday to cease 
manufacruring COs "'ith the 'XCP" 
content protection enabled. 
The company aJso provided a 
parcb ro antivirus companies and 
consumers ar 
hnp:// cp.sonybmg.com/xcp. 
The protection limits how many 
copies the owner of a music CD can 
makeand tracks a listener's use of a 
CD through an included music play-
er. 
SATURDAY SUNDAY 
·47 43 
33 30 
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TODAY'S EVENTS 
DeadiJne to withdraw 
Wednesday is the 
deadline to withdraw from 
second-half term courses. 
Hearing testing 
1 0 a.m. I Available b~ 
appointment. Contact 
Linda Huddlestun. 
581-2712 
Second floor of the 
Human Services Building. 
OASIS 
Noon I Meeting of 
nontraditional student 
support group. 
Adult Commuter Student 
Lounge, Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
ONLINE POLL 
Thia week we ask our readers 
"What ia your favortite part 
about ThankqiYinc?" 
Al The yummy food. 
8) The football games. 
C) Spending time with the 
family . 
0) The turkey-induced nap. 
VOTE 0 WWW.THEDAILY 
EASTERNNEWS.COM 
EARLY HEADLINES 
listen to "Wake Up Live" with 
Rob and Jenn Monday through 
Friday for morning headlinec; on 
88.9 or at 
CORRECTIONS 
In Monday's edition oi The 
Daily Eastern f\.'ews, there 
were l\\0 errors in the pack· 
age de5<'ribing Student 
Go\ l'mment el~tion parttl~. 
The name of one party is the 
United Umvers1ty party, and 
the Student United Party has 
22 members. 
The News regrets the errors. 
New species of lemur named after John Cleese 
THE AsSOCIATED PREss 
ZURICH, Switzerland- Most people know him 
as the Minister for Silly Walks on "Monty Python" 
or as Q in James Bond films. But John Cleoc will 
also go down in history for another reason: lemurs. 
of the most primitive and endangered primares in 
the world - after the British comedian in honor 
of his work with the animaL 
The avahi cleesei, wbich weights less than rwo 
pounds and eats leaves, was discovered in Western 
Madagascar in 1990 by a team led by anthropolo-
gist Urs Thalmann and his colleague Thomas 
Geissman ofZurich University. 
The name is a tribute to Clc:ese's promotion of 
the plight of lemurs in the movie "Fierce 
Crearures" and documentary "Operation Lemur 
with John Cleese," the university said in a scue-
ment. A lemur even appears nc:xc to Oeese on his 
Website. 
Researchers from the University of Zurich have 
named a newly discovered species of lemur- one 
The lemur's long legs are rhe only physical 
attribU£e it shares with Cleese, 
WEONE.SDAY,NOVEMBER16,2005 THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS PAGE 3 
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Fashion show 
held to raise 
Katrina funds 
As the models walked down the run-
ways. music matching rheir clothing's 
decade filrered through the auditorium. 
Srudems were wdromed Tuesday to 
view a fashion show hdd co raise money 
for viaims of Hurricane Katrina and 
Rita for the American Red Cross. 
The c:vau was hdd by the sociology 
of clothing dass and the School of 
Family and Consumer Sciena:s in the 
Lumpkin Hall auditorium. 
Professor Katie Shaw had the idea to 
hold a fashion-show fundraiscr about a 
week after Hurricane Katrina occurred. 
In each of rhe programs. ~ was a 
whire envdope for srudcnts and audience 
members ro place donations char are to be: 
scm to the American Red Cross. 
The auditorium was decorated in 
white tooling and white Christmas 
lights. A sign was centered in rhe mid-
dle of the srage tided "Passion for 
Fashion," the theme for the sho'v. 
Ir displayed styles nor only fiom rhe 
c:urrenr season, bur also fiom all of 
decades of the 20th cenrury. 
The models first walked the runway 
in cloches based on the beginning of the 
1900s and worked their way ro current-
day fashions. 
Erin Thiemeyer, a senior family and 
consumer sciences merchandising 
major, was at the door wdroming stu-
dents into the fashion show. 
Theimeyer said the idea to do the 
show with many decades cune abour 
because her dass had recendy done a 
project resc:arc:hing the different F.ash-
ions of the decades. 
The cosrumes were donared by fam-
ilies and accurardy portrayed me styles 
of che differenr eras. 
One <X>StWDe was made to ropy that 
of Rosie the Riveter, a famous World 
War II poster characrer, while other our-
fits were similar to chose wom by Jackie 
Kennedy Onassis. 
Many srudents were rhere to support 
the 50 modds that had volunteered to 
walk the runway, bur rhey were happy 
to help conrribure a donation to 
Hurricane Katrina 
"Our roommate is one of rhe people 
who is hdping ro pur this on, and we're 
just here ro watch and see what rhey'vc 
done, and wr!ve also heard rhere's some 
interesting outfits," said Lauren 
Hogd>oom, a junior rommunication-
srudies major. 
CARR II H O lliSf!Hf I:WI.Y fAS1tRN NI:\VS 
lpril lnclis, a n nior eltmentaiJ education major, Kristen Ruultr, a sophomore pay.:holou major, and Pem Newquist, a 
junior family and consumer science major, pou in front of a fuD aud'rtorium in Lumpkin Hall Tuesday eveninc for tbe 
"Passion For Fashion" show put oa by the aociolo&Y of clothiftc clau and the School of Family and CoMamer Sciencts. 
Student Senate to address '10-minute rule' 
BY DAVI> THIU 
S'TUDENT GOII£RN,'Ioi£NT EDITOR 
Jill David, academic afFairs commit-
tee chair of Student Senate, went to 
class the orher day to find her profes-
sor missing. David said she and other 
srudents were unaw.ue of how long to 
wait before leaving should the profes-
sor not show up. 
The problem, David said, is one 
that happens more often than sheCl 
like. However, should Sen.are resolu-
cion 05-06-05 be passed at ronighr's 
Srudem Senate meeting, a rerommen-
dation rould bdp clear up that prob-
lem. 
The resolution is a call for professors 
to add an irem to their syllabi address-
ing how long students should wait 
until leaving. should a professor fail to 
show up for class, said Student Speaker 
Adam Howell. 
"Academic Affairs has a very rom-
prehensive plan," Howell said. 
"Nothing is roncrerc:. (Student Senate) 
is just getting rhe lay of the land before 
anyone goes forward with anything." 
David said the resolution is just a 
rerommend.ation and while professors 
do not have to go forward with it, he 
thought it was a "step in the right 
dirc:crion." 
"Out of respect to the reacher, how 
long do you wait?" David said. "Really 
this is just a step to hdp clarify any 
misconceptions and clear up any mis-
understandin~. 
"Really, the term '1 0-minure rule' is 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
the wrong label for 
this." 
Howell said the 
recommendation 
is a good way of 
solving rhe prob-
lem. 
"One of the 
best ways ro do ADAM HownL 
this is to allow 
individual professors individual 
leniency as to do what works best for 
their class, • Howell said "This really 
I 
· - -----------------------~ ~~· ----------- --- -- --- ----- - ---- - ---- ---- - ---------- - - --- ------------------- --- -~ -- -- ~ ----- · 
looks out for me professors, its ro pro-
tect the faculty." 
David also said the resolution is to 
hdp clear up the responsibility of the 
srudents to attend class. 
Student Senate will also be voting 
on a resolution to donate money 
toward a Student Government ronfer-
ence in Texas. Senate will also be vot-
ing on legislation to grant money to go 
toward the upcoming illinois Board of 
Higher Education meeting. Howell 
said. 
Monday 
$3.50 Long Islands 
Tuesday 
$2Jim Bean 
Wednesday 
$1.50 Coors Light 
$2 Absolur & Bacarcli 
Thursday 
$1.50 Rolling Rock 
$2 Southern Comfon 
Friday 
$2 Corona & Modelo 
$2 Jack Daniels 
Saturday 
$1.50 PBR & Vodka Rail 
~~reu the truth and don 'i" 6e aftaid. ,, EDITORIAL BOARD 
COMMENTARY 
MICHAEL SCHROEDER 
MONTHLY COLUMNIST 
TICKLED PINK BY 
POLITICAL 
CORRECTNESS 
lt seems almosr on a weekly basis that there is another event 
in the news chat shows America is getting more and more poUr-
ically correct to the point char nobody can say or do anything 
without offending someone. 
The laresr example of this has been the pink locker room 
debate fiom the University oflowa. 
Since 1980, Iowa has painted their visicing football locker 
rooms pink at the request ofHead Coach Hayden Fry, a psy-
chology major, who read that pink bas a pacifying effect. A 
mood that is less than ideal for a group of men preparing to 
play the highly emotional and aggressive sport of football. 
Two Iowa law professors, Erin BU2llvis and j ill Gaulding, of 
course see it dilferenrly. Buzuvis and Gaulding have made it 
their personal vendetta to defend the well being of women and 
gays by declaring the color pink officially rheirs. 
This of course is news to the manufactures ofPepro-Bismol, 
who had no idea that they were saying that only women, gays 
and "sissy girUe men" use their medicine fur stomach aches. I 
guess real men, like myself, tougb out Out stomach aches. 
"The pink locker room is a subde way of painting the words 
'sissy,' 'gi!Ue man' . . . on the walls," BU2li.Vis claims. 
From what I have read about her and seen on TV; it is a safe 
assumption that BU2llvis knows as much about football, specifi-
cally football in the state oflowa, as I do about nanotechnology. 
So she obviously doesn't realize that even if the whole pur-
pose of putting the pink walls up were to call the visitors "girls" 
or "queer," it still doesn't matter because the whole purpose is to 
create a distraction. 
There are two ways ro go about this issue as a visiting ream. 
ignore ir or allow it to bother you; it's really a win-win situation 
fur Iowa. If a team, such as the University of Colorado, takes 
rime to pur consrrua:ion paper over rhe walls, then that is rime 
they are not spending devdoping a game plan. 
Either way, advantage Iowa or advantage nobody. 
BU2llvis and Gaulding, who appear to be on the look out fur 
anything that could poss~ly be offensive, don't even think of 
this, instead they jump off the handle and scream about politi-
cal correctness. 
This is a situation that is becoming more and more prevalent 
in America Groups of people, be it by gender, erhniciry, sexual 
orientation or any number of distinguishing characreristics are 
so concerned about being offended that they disregard com-
mon sense. 
Bottom Une, the word pink does not equal gay or women 
oppressJon. 
In this case, BU2li.Vis and Gaulding want the locker room 
repainted to stop sending messages that perpetuate offensive 
stereotypes about women and homosexuality, all fiom a color. 
The second grade equivalent of this would be a little boy 
running home to their mom crying "mommy, mommy, 
Johnny made fun of me by giving me a pink shirt. He thinks 
fma girl." 
Us ridirulous that grown educated individuals are reverting 
to this childish thought struaure. Colors are not owned by 
anyone or any group, it is just a color. 
These individuals need to just grow up and srop worrying so 
much about what everyone ~ is thinking. Not everybody is 
out trying ro poke fun at someone. And if something is said 
that could be offensive, have a little backbone and just move 
on. 
lr isn't the end of the world if somebody is having fun by 
paincing a locker room pink; their motivation is simply to get a 
psychological edge. BU2llvis and Gaulding need ro grow up and 
stop worrying abour ir. 
I would be tickled gay if they did 
. ' .. 
Schroeder, a smwr histmy education major. 
can be renched at mmjsl @riu.edu. 
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Wired for the classroom 
Eight Eastern professors have adopted the 
technique of using podcasts. Bur despite this 
small advance, Eastern JS falling behind in the 
way of offering courses for the technologically 
inclined. 
For the fall semester, Eastern offered 31 cours-
es over the Internet. The online, or technology-
delivered, course catalog can be found on 
Eastern's RegistratiOn Office Web site. The spring 
2006 schedule is nor yer up. 
However, Eastern is still falling short of other 
universities and community colleges in rhe stare. 
Although Western Illinois University in 
Macomb has not yet incorporated podcasrs, it 
will offer 43 courses onJjne in sprihg 2006. Lake 
Land College has also embraced online learning, 
offering 97 courses next semester and as many as 
120 in the past. 
At issue 
Technology's effects 
on the classroom and 
higher education as a 
whole. 
Our stance 
lntemet classes and 
podcasting are two 
things that Eastern 
should adopt more 
heavily to use for its 
student body. Other 
S<'.hools in the state 
use online cours5 
and iPods 1n various 
manners, and 
5pecially for 
commuter students, 
this is a benefit that 
works out well in the 
long run. 
with questions on said lecture. 
However, online courses offer an opportunity 
for students ro exercise self-discipline, so they can 
manage their class time on the same table as work 
and other classes. 
More emphasis should be put on nontradition-
al learning techniques that allow students to 
showcase their abilities in a different way than 
normal classroom discussion or lecture. 
Some may argue that there are ways around rak-
ing an online course seriously, making it difficult 
for students to rruly gain from the experience. Bur 
students find loopholes in any opportunity. 
College is only as much as a srudem makes ir; a 
trite saying, bur true. Students who take their edu-
cation seriously will benefit from online courses. 
Those who do nor or choose ro seep around the 
rules for such offerings will make sacrifices in their 
While Lake Land College is obviously a com- futures in the job marker. 
muter school, and that may pur them in a different category Online courses are the n~ step in issuing in the up-and-
than Eastern, Eastern also has a significant amount of com- coming technological way of life. They allow students to pur-
muter students who would benefit by Internet classes. sue their education while still undertaking other opponuniries 
Eastern is on the right track by recognizing that podcasts that would not be possible with set hours in the classroom. 
wiiJ utilize srudems' popular technology like the iPod, which Courses over the Internet can benefit the serious srudenc 
are continually growing in popularity. and should be a more serious concern to Eastern. 
By recording a lecture in class and making it available to stu-
dents, professors provide the best possible study guide while 
freeing up their own rime that might otherwise be taken up 
The editQria/ is the majority opit~wn of 
The Daily Easttm News editQria/ board. 
YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
The staff at The Daily Eastern News 
wants to know what students think 
about current events, campus issues, 
college living and anything else stu-
dents would like to address. 
EcUtorial cartoons run everyday, 
while guest columns run once a week 
on Wednesday. Anyone ts welcome w 
write a column or draw a cartoon, bur 
it is ar the editor's discretion when ro 
run the column or the cartoon. 
COLUMNISTS NEEDED 
Have an opinion? We want to hear 
ir! The Daily Eastern News is looking 
for students interested in voicing opin-
ions on campus, scare, national and 
international issues through columns. 
Thr DEN reserves the Wednesday guesr 
column spot for students, faculty and 
members of the community. Guesr 
columns should be a minimum of 550 
words and can go up to 600 words. 
CARTOONISTS WANTED 
The DEN is interested in recruiting 
cartoonists that display artistic ability, 
particularly caricatures and tasteful 
humor as well as address campus issues. 
A grasp of the news and current events 
is necessary for cartoonists ro be effec-
tiVe. 
Columns, cartoons and letters can be 
submined at room 181 1 of Buzzard 
Hall. 
L£ITERS TO THE EDITOR T/te Oailv Eastern Nt•ws accepts lett~ to the editor ijddressing local, srate. national and international issues. Ther should be less 
than 250 word> and ondud~ rhe authors' nam~::, telephone number and address. Studen~ 'hould indicate their year on school and major. Faculty, aaminisrration 
and staff ~hould indicate theor p<mllon and d"lwlment leners whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. We r~erve the righl to edit leuer~ for 
length. Leiters can be sent to Tht• 0.11/y Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall . Charleston ll61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-matled to 
DENelc@gmall.com . 
' ' . 
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Stress may lead to depression 
Ufu fur studenrs can become stresSful, 
which can often times lead to depmon 
with the a.urenr dreary wearher and the 
arriving of the holidays and finals. 
Two rounsdors gave a presentation 
tided "I Can't Get Our of Bed" on 
Tuesday night to bdp srudenrs learn 
abour this serious matter. 
Only fuur sruclerus attended the pres-
entation. 
Other ways to cope are to exercise, 
ear healrby, seek rberapy, get medicine, 
and reduce alrobol and smoking con-
sumption. 
"Limiting alcohol, caffeine and nico-
tine can have a positive dTea. on your 
mood," Summers said 
It is also important to spot depression 
and to look at the ~proms. These 
range from environment:U to physical 
fua:ors. 
"Noroneofthesewoukl cause you ro 
be depressed, .. Crowley said 
Those who are depressed will often 
have changes in appetite, sleep, and 
· "(Depression) is ofren referred to as 
the common cold of mental health," 
said Kim Crowley. an Eastern counselor. ~--~----~----~~--~~~----------~ ~oilla 
It .is like the common rold because 
many people have experienced some 
r:ype of depression. 
Everyday, and even multiple times a 
clay, srudenrs come into the counseling 
center with ~ptoms of depression, 
said ShalUla Summers an .East:em roun-
sdot 
JESSICA CANTARELLI!ll-tE ll'\llY !'ASTERN NEWS 
Kim Crowley and Shauna Summers talk about how to deal with depression in 
the Martinsville Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Tuesday 
night. 
Crowley describes anhedonia as 
someone who no longer enjoys the 
same ~ rbey once did 
However, depression can also be a 
resulr of chemical and biologicalrnao.rs. 
Andrew Galo, a freshman political sci-
encemajot 
The ways to treat depression 
depends on the person$ needs and 
vvants. 
while others need to blow off steam. As 
well, some want help, whereas others 
\Vdllt to figure our fur rbemsdves. 
It is important to learn about depres-
sion so it can be spotted and sropped. 
Summers said 
It can be caused by many different 
fua:ors, which include changes in the 
weather, loss of loved ones, c:a.reer prob-
lems, anxiety and low self-esteem. 
There are many ways ro help cope 
with depression and to help those with 
The counseling center provides indi-
vidual and group rberapy fur those who 
sufrer from depression. it 
I think a lor of roll~ srudenrs deal 
with depression because of strl'SS, said 
A poem was presented that illustrat-
ed the many~ of a person who is 
dep~ 
Ir mentioned that some need b~ 
"Sometimes I have to distract: myself 
by watching 1V and movies," 
Summers said 
"1 thought (the presentation) was 
very helpful and enligbrening;" said 
Galo. 
Clean Access Program stops 
viroses in residence halls 
SWF REPORTER 
Brian Frieze, a freshman geography major, was set-
ting up his computer for the fall semester and had 
downloaded the new anti-virus updates. 
He then resran:ed his computer for the instal.l:uion 
tO be romplete. 
When his rom purer starred up again, he disrovered 
a virus had corrupted his romputer, along with fuur or 
five other residenrs' rompurers in Carman Hall 
1be romputer lab in Carman Hall resooted his 
rompurer to irs original programming. 
Lasr year, it was rommon ror Easrem's nerwork to 
aash because of computet viruses. Easrem decided to 
invest in a new program to srop that from happening 
ag;lln. 
This semester there have been significantly less 
crashes than last year. 
1be Clean Atrt!ss system smred our as anorber sys-
tem called Persigo. Then Cisco syste~m bought out the 
rompany that owned Persigo and changed it to Cisco 
Clean Aro?ss. 
Because Eastern uses programs provided by Cisco, 
the school ttaded irs old program fur the new Clean 
AW:ss program. 
The program works by identifYing whether or not 
the user's wmputer has the most up to dare virus pro-
rection and other aitical updates. 
With less than three wooks in the semester, it seems 
that the system has wolked. 
Chat Cbatterji, assistant vice-president of 
Informacion Technology, said Oean Aa:£ss has been 
very helpful in preventing aashes and treating viruses. 
Srudenrs around campus are romplaining less about 
problems with viruses on their rom purer. 
While Clean Ac.a:ss prevenrs rompurers that are not 
up-to-dare or have viruses from logging on to EasremS 
nerwork, it does not stop spyware fiom getting on to a 
person's romputer and damaging. 
EVdll Couzens, a junior English major, works at the 
rompurer lab in Stevenson Hall said that they deal 
WE'LL PAY FOR 
YOUR MASTER'S 
DEGREE 
LivE IT! 
Cable & Internet 
Utility Allowance 
Water & Trash 
with 10 to 15 people a week who have problems with 
their rompurers. 
"Spyware c:acks wbar you do, where you go, and 
can cause pop-ups" said Sundance Hopkins, a junior 
special educ:arion major, who also works in rbe 
Srevenson Computer lab. 
Spyware. however, acrs di.treremly than a regular 
wmputer virus. 
A vims gets on a person's computer and multiplies, 
whereas spyware just stays on a romputet and causes 
pop-ups which can slow down the pecli:mnance of the 
romputer. 
A lor of spyware programs enter computer by 
"piggy-backing" on orber hannless looking programs. 
Fde sharing programs are me WOrst offenders ofhav-
ing spyware. 
Services .like Limewire or Kazaa, where srudenrs can 
download music and movies, have been !mown to 
have spyware programs on their movies. So when sru-
denrs download them, they get a load of spy\Yare pro-
grams. 
Hopkins recommends several ways ro preven.t a 
rompurer fiom r«civing spyware. "Don't open mali-
cious e-mails, and don't go to websires your nor com-
furrable visiting," Hopkins said 
If a person does have spyware on their rom purer, he 
or she rould get ir removed using websites 'fiend 
Miao. 
LoVE IT! GET IT! 
Washer & Dryer Game & Fitness Center 
Private bath Tanning bed 
Walk-in closet Picnic &. griU patio 
Get a 40 credit hour 
Tuition Waiver ... PLUS ... 
Earn a monthly stipend 
as an intern with State 
of Illinois agencies. t t 1\LL IHcLDD.ED IN MONI'JD.T RENr! t 
Students from all academic 
backgrounds are invited to•apply. 
Applicants must have completed 
an undergraduate degree and 
must be admitted to a graduate 
program at the University of Illinois 
at Springfield prior to the beginning 
of the internship. 
Build your career while you 
earn a master's degree 
OFF-CAMPUS PRIVATE APARTMENTS. 
345-tiOOt 
2302 Bostic Dr. (nt!lll to w-..MMt) 
www.carnpus-pointe.com 
Open Everyday 
9:00 AM-11 :00 PM 
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Holiday 
lights make 
higher bills 
BY ERIN MnllR 
CllYIDITOR 
Holiday lights will start illuminat-
ing the streets of Charleston as 
Christmas creeps closer and closer. 
The holidays also bring higher 
electric bills for many residentS 
because of the Christmas decorations 
and colder weather. 
Bills not only go up because peo-
ple decorate their houses, but also 
because people stay home more since 
the weather is colder, said Leigh 
Morris, spokesperson for the Ameren 
Corporation. 
Also, the end of daylighr savings 
time contributes to using lighrs 
more, Morris said. 
Fires also increase during the holi-
days because residentS do nor take 
the proper precautions when deco-
rating. 
"They don't increase significantly," 
said Chief Darrell Nees, of the 
Charleston Fue Department. "But 
fires do go up around Christmas." 
The use of extension cords and 
overloading ouclers are some of the 
most common problems during the 
holiday season. 
"You never wanr to run an exten-
sion cord through a window or 
dC?Or," Morris said "You should plug 
your lights into the nearesr oucler." 
Morris said he also recommends 
only plugging three srandard strings 
of ligbrs inro a single outlet. 
Dry Ouisonas r:rees, faulty fighting 
and burning candles are all major causes 
fur fires around the holidays, Nees said 
"If you rake shortcuts you are ask-
ing for trouble," Morris said. 
He recommends that anytime 
people use outdoor lights they 
should be plugged into a ground 
fault circuit interrupter, which .is a 
safety device to keep users &om get-
ting dectrocuted if it comes in con-
tact with water. 
"The plug does cost of little more 
money," Morris said. "But how 
much are you willing to pay for your 
life?" 
SHOWT/MES FOR NOV 14 - NOV 17 
IN HER SHOES(PG13) DAlLY 6:45 
ELIZABETHTOWN(PG13) DAlLY 7:00 
SuowPLAC~ 
OFF RouTe 16. EAST OF 1-57 BY CAm.£ Cutte 
MATTOOH-1-II~ANOANGO 1573# 
$5.25-ALL SHOWS BEfORE 6 PM 
SHOWTIMES FOR NOV 14- NOV 17 
ZAlllURA(PG) 3:50 6:40 9:15 
DERAILED(R) 5:20 7:50 10:20 
GET RICH OR DIE TRYIN(R) 5:40 8:15 
CHICKEN UTlU(G) ON 1WO SCREENS 
4:15 5:10 6:30 7:30 8:45 9:40 
JARHfAD(R) 4:40 7:1510:10 
SAW II(R) 5:00 8:00 10:30 
LEGEND OF ZORRO(PG13) 4:00 6:50 9:50 
PRIME(PG13) 4:30 7:00 9:45 
DREAMER(PG) 4:50 7:40 10:00 
BUY TICKETS OM.JNE AT fAICDAAGO.COII 
@ DON'TBE p~~~ AD 
581-2816 
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-----------------------------------------------After deadly twister, severe 
storms roll across Midwest 
THE AsSOCIAT£0 PR£ss 
EVANSVJLLE, Ind. - Jusr eighr days after a dead-
ly tornado struck sourhwesrern Indiana, another 
strong srorm sysrem roUed across the nation's mid-
section Tuesday, producing funnd clouds in at least 
three stares. 
The National Weather Service issued tornado 
watches and warnings for the Evansville area, as well 
as for parts ofTennessee, Missouri, Arkansas, Illinois 
and Kentucky. 
Funnd douds were sighted in Indiana and Illinois, 
bur it was unclear how many remained aloft or 
touched the ground. There were no immediate 
reports of seriO\~s injuries. 
Andy Zirkle, a spokesman for the Indiana 
Emergency Management Agency, said the severe 
storms destroyed at least seven homes in the south-
ern part of the state. 
"The wind was just really, really ferocious," said 
Julie Wtlz, a desk clerk at the Red Roof Inn in 
Montgomery, where about 15 people rook shdrer 
during the storm. Before heading inside, she said she 
saw the tip of a funnd cloud. 
In v.oestern Tennessee, a funnd cloud reponedly 
touched down, damaging an undetermined number 
of buildings in Henry and Weakley counties. · 
"Numerous homes there were damaged, some 
completdy destroyed," said Faye Score, spokes-
woman for the Henry Counry Sheriff's Department. 
"It's major destruction." 
The tornado made a direct hit on Henry Coumy's 
emergency management center, forcing authorities 
to rdocate to another building to handle the disaster, 
Counry Mayor Brent Greer said. 
The counry medical center treated 13 people with 
injuries, mostly cuts and bruises, hospital spokes-
woman Sandra Sims said. 
The storm ripped the roof off the main shop at the 
county highway department, destroyed two smaller 
shops and damaged a furniture manuf.lcrurer next 
door, Greer said. 
Most of the highway department staffers were able 
to take cover in the basement. "We're very form-
nate," Greer said. 
In neighboring Weakley Counry, up to seven 
homes and trailers were damaged or destroyed. 
The National Weather Serv1ce could nor immedi-
atdy confirm the tornados. 
Flood warnings also were posted as more than 6 
inches of rain fell in parts of the Ohio River Valley. 
Mereorologists said a cold from moving easr and 
collidmg with warm, unstable air was producing 
severe thunderstorms across the central Mississippi 
and lower Ohio valleys. 
Miller and Busch continue beer battle 
THE AssociATtO PRr5s 
MlLWAUKE.E - The latest fight in the U.S. beer bat-
de is a matter of raste. 
Miller Brewing Co. says rival Anheuser-Busch has 
altered Bud Lighr in the past year ro make it more bitter 
and bubbly, rolling our the claim about Bud Light in 
national tdevision ads that began airing Friday. The 
company said d.at2 it has collected show Bud Ligbr's bit-
terness and carbonation rose &om last year. 
Anheuser-BusCh Cos. Inc. called Miller's cl.aitns 
•another marketing ploy'" and mmplai.nod to cable net-
works that the statementS are &lse. 
Now, 10 of 32 cable nerwodcs. a>nr:raaed to run the 
mmrnercials have put them on hold while awaiting sub-
stantiation of the claims, said Pete Marino, a spokesman 
for Milwaukeo-based Miller, a unit of SAB Miller PLC. 
Several networks, including TBS, TNT and E!, have 
hdd the ads, while others such as CNN, CNN Headline 
News and Comedy Central continue to air them, 
• 
Marino said Tuesday. Broadcast networks ABC, CBS, 
NBC and Fox were nor targeted in the ad buys, he saul. 
"All we're saying that they're doing is that they changed 
Bud Light and that Miller Lite still has more taste," 
Marino said "We need to be very diligent in proa:ccing 
our taste claim." 
Anheuser-Busch Cos. Inc. said Monday it lias not 
altered irs "winning formula." Hm"'C\Ia; the a>mpany 
added, "our brewmasters are a>nsWldy making small 
adjustmentS to address seasonal c:hanges in raw ingredi-
entS." 
Bud Light rernams the highest-selling light beer in the 
world, according to Sr. Louis-based Anheuser-Busch, 
which also concrols nearly half the U.S. beer marker. 
'We SdW ncgatM: advertising that included our product, 
and we were in the best position to explain to the nerworl<s 
that these claims are nor oue," Anheuser-Busch group vice 
president of brewing operacions, Douglas Muhleman, said in 
a srarement Tuesday. 
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Chinese immigrants 
accused of stea.ling 
Navy info indicted in LA 
THE AsSOCIATED PR£55 
LOS AN GEl.ES -A Chinese-American engineer and two relatives who alleged-
ly conspired to steal sensitive information about Navy warships and smuggle it to 
China were indicred Tuesday on federal charges, authorities said 
The grand jury indicrrnent charges Chi Male, 65, his wife and brother with aa-
ing as agenrs of a foreign government without prior noti1icacion to the U.S. attOr-
ney general, according to the U.S. attorney's office. 
Federal officials said Mak rook computer disks &om Anaheim defense contraC-
tor Power Paragon, where he was lead engineer on a sensitive research project 
involving propulsion systems for Navy warships. 
He and his wife, Rebea::a Laiwah Chiu, 62, then mpied the information to CDs 
and ddivered them ro Tai Wang Male, 56, who was scheduled ro fly to Hong Kong 
on Oct. 28 with his wife, Fuk Heung Li, an FBI affidavit said 
Retail sales ~ost solid gains, except automobiles; core _ 
wholesale pnces fall, excluaing food and energy costs 
WASHINGTON - Retail sales performed w better than expected in October 
as consumers rook encouragement &om f.ltling gasoline prices. 
Ln other good economic news, core prices at the wholesale lcvd - excluding food 
and energy msrs _ dropped by 0.3 percent last month, the biggest decline in two 
years. Thar offered reassurance that the big run-up in energy prices has yet to spill 
over into more widespread inflation. 
The Commerce Department reported thar retail sales dipped 0.1 percenc in 
October. However, the weakness was concemrated in a 3.6 percent decline in auco 
sales as the boost from summer sales incentives waned and consumers shunned gas-
guzzling sport utility vehicles. 
Congressional lawmakers decide New York is to lose $125 million in 9/11 aid for sick workers 
WASHINGTON- Congressional budget negotiators have decided to take 
back $125 million in Sept. 11 aid &om New York, which had fought to keep the 
money to treat sick and injured ground zero workers, lawmakers said Tuesday. 
New York officials had sought for months to hold onto the funding. original-
ly meant ro cover increased worker compensation coSts stemming &om the 
2001 terror attacks. 
But a massive labor and health spending bill moving fi~y through House-
Senate negotiations would take back that funding. lawmakers said. 
"It seems that despite our efforts the rescission will stand, very sadly, and that 
is something of a prom~e broken," said Rep. Vito Fossdla, R-N .Y. "We will tty 
hard in the mming weeks, bur ultimatdy Congress wilJ have something of a 
black eye over this." 
UJtique Pxaopeta"Dies 
FeatureJ Buildinp; of the day: 
..1;lte JUilleJtJtiUI11 Ple1ce "" 
OJt ~1t Street 
*Skylights & Vaulted Ceilings* 
*Beautifully Furnished * Laundry Facility* 
*Vanities in ALL Bedrooms * Pool Tables* 
*Hot tubs * Weight Equipment* 
*Exercise E uipment * Saunas* 
THESE APARlMENTS ARE HUGE !!! 
AND SO CLOSE TO CAMPUS !!I 
lbtique flaepePties 21'l-3Mi-~022 
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STATE 
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Jury begins deliberations in teen 
murder, dismemberment trial 
ical standards that the law imposes on those priv-
ileged to get a gambling license," Mikva wrote m 
his recommendation. 
Mikva said Emerald's shareholders and offi-
cers made several misstatements or faj]ed co pro-
vide required information to the Gaming Board. 
Two top state transportation 
department executives resign 
ROCK ISlAND - A Rock Wand County 
jury ended its first day of deliberations Tuesday 
in the trial of a 17-year-old girl charged with 
killing a 16-year-old schoolmate whose body 
was burned, sawed into pieces and scattered in 
two counties. 
Prosecutors allege Sarah Kolb killed Adrianne 
Reynolds because Reynolds was trying to get 
Kolb's boyfriend to break up with her and 
Reynolds had gone on a date two days earlier 
with Kolb's ex-boyfriend, who is also charged in 
the Jan. 21 slaying. 
Former day care direct~r gets 
prison for stealing $96,000 
ROCKFORD - A woman who stole 
$96,000 from a non-profit day care center she 
ran, eben spent the cash on alcohol, cigarettes 
and underwear will spend ar lease 21 months in 
prison. 
Circuit Judge Richard Vidal's sentence 
Monday came more than three years afi:er Lynn 
Montgomery, 40, of Rockford, was fired as 
director of little Peoples Place in Rockford 
because agency officials traced missing funds co 
bo: 
T HE MSOCIATED P RESS 
SPRINGFIELD - Two cop Illinois 
Department ofTransportacion executives have 
resigned in the past five days, bringing ro four 
the number of key scaffers who have lefr the 
agency in the past 1 0 weeks. 
The depanment's chief of staff, Robin 
Black, and its external alf.llrs director, Kim 
Morreale, have submirred letters of resignation 
and will take privace-sector jobs, agency 
spokesman Matt Vanover said Tuesday. 
Vanover said there is no connection between 
the two latest departures and a U.S. attorney's 
office inquiry into the deparnnent's hiring 
practices. 
Coupled with resignations in lace August 
and crud-September, IDOT bas vacancies in 
four key leadership posts. Vanover said the 
agency is reviewing candidates for the other 
cwo openings _ director of finance and adrnin-
istranon and director of the highway division. 
"Ic's always good to have folks on board bur 
the operation will continue to move forward," 
Vanover said. "They all have good people 
underneath them to pick up the slack in 
direccing the department." 
Black, 36, who makes $99,000, was named 
Transportation Secretary Timothy Martin's 
chief of staff in March 2003. She had been 
director of intergovernmental alf.llrs for the 
Chicago Public Schools, where Martin had 
been chief operating officer before Gov. Rod 
Blagojevich tabbed him. 
Rock Island County State's Attorney Jeff 
Terronez alleges Kolb and Gregory each had a 
hand in killing Reynolds, of East Moline. He 
said Gregory hdd Reynolds' arms while Kolb 
choked her until she was unconscious but still 
breathing. Gregory then "puc a belt around her 
neck and finished what Sarah Kolb had started," 
be said. 
According to prosecutors, Montgomery 
cmbczz.led money over three years, and also used 
it to buy a video game system, gas and shampoo. 
Her actions forced the 32-year-old agency to 
close in 2003. 
Vidal said the prison sentence will g~ve 
Montgomery, the mother of three school~e 
children, rime to understand "the horrible con-
sequences of her actions." 
Former Texas senator to tell trial about 
Ryan's role in 1996 presidential run 
Judge recommends Emerald's 
gambling license be revoked 
CHICAGO - An administrative law judge 
who oversaw hearings aimed at revoking 
Emerald Casino Inc.'s gambling license recom-
mended Tuesday that the license be revoked. 
The Illinois Gaming Board must still voce on 
the recommendation by Abner Mikva, a former 
U.S. Court of Appeals chief judge and congress-
man. If the board revokes rhe license, Emerald 
can appeal to an illinois Appdlace Court. 
"At least since 1997, when Emerald first lost 
its license, ic and its principals have played fast 
and loose with the law and with the rules and 
regulations oflGB (the Illinois Gaming Board). 
Its modus operandi seemed to be, 'Catch me if 
you can,' rather than abide by the legal and eth-
Montgomery confessed co the crime in July. 
As pare of the guilty plea, prosecutors agreed to 
ask for a maximum prison rerm of four years. 
Autopsy scheduled for body 
discovered at Drake Hotel 
CHICAGO-An accountant for the Fox net-
work TV show "Prison Break" was found dead 
at the landmark Drake Hord, authorities said 
Tuesday. 
Matthew Houbrick. 42, of Calabasas, Calif., 
was found Monday lying on the floor of his 
hotd room unresponsive and with no pulse, 
Chicago Police spokesman Pat Camden said 
Tuesday. 
Losing your 
T HE AssociATED P RESS 
CHICAGO - Brushing aside objections 
from George Ryan's lawyers, a federal judge 
cleared the way Tuesday· for testimony from 
former Sen. Phil Gramm concerning money 
the former governors daughters gor afi:er he 
endorsed the Texas Republican's 1996 presi-
dencial campaign. 
U.S. District Judge Rebecca R. Pallmeycr 
turned down a last-minute plea from Ryan's 
lawyers to prevent Gramm from taking the 
witness scand for what prosecutors say will be 
as little as 30 minutes of direct examination 
Thursday at the former governor's racketeering 
and fi:a.ud uial. 
Ryan's arromeys said that nothing in the 22-
health insurance? 
When you graduate. you may lose your student coverage. Don't worry- Health 
Alliance offers Custom Choice health plans that are cuslomizable for your health 
care needs. The coverage your grandparents have may be too much. but you 
should plan fot unexpected medical costs. 
Choose a custom plan that's perfect for you and your pocketbook. VIsit us at www. 
customchoice.org for an instant quote, compare plans and prices. view our list of 
providers and even download an application. 
Custom Choice--individual plans as individual as you. 
Custcm~'.L-·--· 
A HEALTH ',JM:;ltw:;f" 
count racketeering and mail fraud indictment 
against Ryan and lobbyist friend Larry Warner 
suggests char Gramm was the victim of a 
cnme. 
Defense attorney Bradley E. Lerman said 
"Mr. Gramm is going to be presented to the 
jury as the victim of a fraud" and therefore 
should not be allowed on the wimess stand. 
Lead prosecutor Patrick M. Collins coun-
cered that Ryan told federal agents that it was 
the Gramm campaign's idea that he should 
receive consulting fees for his efforts on behalf 
of Gramm. 
He said Gramm is expected co contradict 
that statement. He added that jurors should 
hear the whole story of Ryan's connection with 
the Gramm campaign. 
'AGES 
SUBLESSORS 
emale Sublessor needed 
<:-prlng 06. Campus Pointe. 
urnished, $400/mo. 
verything included Call 217-
840-7081. 
_______ 11/16 
·ublessor needed for January 
' 006. Large, ·one Bedroom 
1partment very close to cam-
IUS. 618-599-8075. Kaitlyn 
11/16 
Female roommate(s) needed. 
Spring semester. WID, spa-
IOUS rooms. utilities and dish-
. asher Included. Call Rachel, 
217) 821-5403. 
_______ 11/18 
Sublessor needed for Spring 
2006. WID, private bath, walk 
closet. Club house w/tan-
. ng, fitness center and game 
•om. Cable, internet, and all 
•tllltles included $395/mo.217-
l9-5999 
________ 11/18 
1-2 sublessor(s) needed- 2 BR 
partment, Spring '06. $260 a 
10nth per person Water, 
1 ash included. Will lease 1-2 
1eople. Call 217-454-5939 or 
17-412-6934. 
_____ ___ 11/18 
3 Bedroom Apartment Spring 
f'6. 2 or 3 people. $300 per 
.,rson. WID, 3 bathrooms, 
•arklng, trash proveded. Call 
18-791-3639 
_ _______ 11/18 
Sublessor needed starting 
,nuary. Close to Campus. 2 
edrooms. $400/ month. 
Jtitities included except elec-
tncity. 815-275-4573. 
________ 11/18 
Sublessor needed for Spring 
HELP WANTED 
Bnan's Place needs part time 
OJ and Go-Go dancers. Apply 
in person 2100 Broadway 
Mattoon 234-4151 
--~----11117 
SEMESTER BREAK WORK-
$17 .25 Base-Appt. 1-6 week 
work. 
Sales/Service 
Exist. All Ages 
TODAY TO 
Customer 
Conditions 
18+. CALL 
INTERVIEW 
BETWEEN 11/19-11/27 OVER 
THANKSGIVING BREAK 
Bloomington: (309) 661-Q888, 
Chicago/Lincoln Park: (312) 
397-1570, Gurnee: (847) 356-
3491, Naperville: (630) 505-
0704, North Shore· (847) 881-
2566 Oakbrook· (630) 574-
3611 , Orland Par1< · (708) 460-
9754, Schaumburg: (847) 925-
0708, or Rockford: (815) 395-
0554 
_____ ___ 11/18 
Partime Customer Care Rep. 
wanted good speaking skills 
requtred $8.00 per hour start-
ing. Call 345-5560. 
_ ___ 11/28 
IBARTENDINGI $250/ day 
potential. No Experience 
Necessary. Traming Provided 
1-800-965-6520 ext. 239 
______ __ 1V12 
FOR RENT 
Royal Heights Apartments. 3 
Bedroom, 1/2 Bath: 
Furnished. 1509 
Second(behind Subway) 
Spring, Fall 2006. Call Becky 
at 345-0936. 
________ 11116 
4, 6 BR House. 2 BR Apt for 
semester. 1 bdrm nice apt. 06107 close to campus 11 mo 
$380/month. Pets welcome. 
Call Jennifer 259-1742. 
12/6 
PERSONALS 
ATTENTION ALL GRADU· 
ATING SENIORS! If you 
are Interested in a year-
book of your senior year, 
and are not sure how to 
pick it up, come to the 
Student Publications office, 
room 1802 Buzzard Hall. 
and for only $6 we will mail 
you a copy in the Fall when 
they are published. Call 
581-2812 for more Informa-
tion 
________00 
FOR SALE 
Computer desk for sale. $20. 
call 812-890-2495. 
_______ 11117 
lease. Parteally furnished 
Call Mollie 815-786-4172. No 
pets. 
________ 11/16 
3 Bedroom apartment, newly 
remodeled at 1409 9th St. 
Second floor $265 per person 
plus utilities. 10 month lease. 
Must see, no pets. Call Adam 
at 515·321·8722 for showing. 
_____ 11/16 
Available for 2006·2007. fully 
furnished apartments, four 
bedroom house. and duplex-
es. Ninth Street next to the 
Buzzard Butlding and Lincoln 
Street locations. DSL capable 
and some utilities included in 
rent. for additional information 
call348-0157. 
________ 11/17 
Nice houses and apartments 
all stzes for rent. All close to 
campus. Good rates.345· 
6967 
______ 00 
CAMPUS CLIPS 
FAIR TRADE COALITION: NAFTA/ CAFTA panel discussion in 
Lumpkin Hall. Robertson Auditorium, tonight, Wednesday, 
November 16, at 7 p.m. Sponsored by EIU Fair Trede Coalition. 
NOVEMBER INTERNATIONAL FORUM. Christina Yousaf, EIU 
Family Consumer Science, will present "Learning to Love: Arranged 
Marriage." Don't miss this informative discussion of other cultures. 
Thursday, November 17 from 2:30 to 3:30 in the Charleston 
Mattoon Room in MLK Union. 
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
FOR RENT 
SPRING 2006. Jan -June. By 
campus, nice 3-bedroom, 1 
and 1/2 bath house with 
garage. basement, 
washer/dryer $780. Call (708) 
261·5741 
11/17 
FOR RENT FALL 2006: 
Millennium Place, The Atrium, 
Courtyard on 9th Century 
Crossing, Panther Heights, 
Campus Edge and the East 
View. The CLOSEST, mcest & 
cleanest apartments around. 
Fully furnished UNIQUE 
PROPERTIES 217·345·5022 
11118 
Near campus. 3, 4 and 6 bed-
room houses. Large rooms, 
AIC, local owner, no pets. 273-
1395 . 
11/18 
UNIQUE PROPERTIES IS 
NOW RENTING FOR FALL 
2006. We have many apart-
ments at many different loca-
tions for 1,2,3,4&5 people so 
close to campus Don't sign a 
lease for next year without 
checking us outl 217·345· 
5022 
_______ 11118 
PANTHER PADS has an 6,7,8 
BR house for 06-07. CLEAN & 
WELL MAINTAINED Only 1 
block from Lantz. Call 345· 
3148 for details or check us 
out at www.pantherpads com 
11/18 
Available for Fall of 2006- 3 
bedroom, 2 bath duplex, east 
of campus. 345·5821 or 
www.rcrrentals.com for more 
Information. 
- -----..,....--11118 
FOR RENT 
VILLAGE RENTALS. Rentmg 
for 2006-2007. 1 BR & 2BR 
Apartments. Also 1 BR Apt 
w/room for studying or 2nd 
BR. Laundry Facilities, 
Furnished & Near Campus. 
Call for an Appointment (217) 
345-2516. 
______ 11118 
For Lease Spring 2006- one or 
two person for a two bedroom. 
fully furneshed apartment near 
Family Video (DsL capable). 
Call 348-0157 for additional 
information. 
________ 11/29 
Now renttng Fall, Spring 2006· 
07. Good location, OSL, fur-
nished plenty storage. No 
pets. 235-0405 or 317-3085. 
_ ___ 1212 
House w of square. 2 individ-
ual bedrooms, shared kitchen, 
WID , air, $2001month 345-
9665. 
---------------1V2 
4 Bedroom. 2 Bath, House to 
rent for Fall Semester. Central 
Air, Wash/ Dry. Dishwasher 2 
Blocks from Campus Call 
345-5682 
_______________ 1216 
FALL 2006. TWO BEDROOM, 
TWO BATH APTS. WID 1026 
EDGAR DR. TWO BEDROOM 
HOUSE. 348-5032. 
_____ 1V9 
Houses for 4, 5, 6, 7. Starting 
at $300 per person. All on 
campus sede of Lincoln, less 
than 1 block from EIU. 
Compare prices and locattons. 
Best deals near campus. 345-
5048 
______________ 00 
FOR RENT 
Starting 8/15/06 1, 2, and 4 
bedroom apartments avail-
able. On campus close to EIU 
police, locally owned and 
operated, clean and nice 
apartments. Fumeshed, some 
with dishwashers, central air, 
security lighting, laundry on 
premises, guaranteed parking, 
trash paid. "This is where you 
want to live!" Please call 348· 
0673 and leave a message. 
1V12 
9TH ST. APTS NOW LEAS-
ING FALL-SPRING '06·07 3 
&4 BEDROOM APTS. OFF 
STREET PARKING TRASH 
PAID, 11 MO. LEASE, SECU· 
RITY DEPOSIT REQUIRED. 
NO PETS. 348-8305 OR 549-
9092 
- 1/27 
OARIGAN APTS, 751 6TH ST. 
NOW LEASING FALL-
SPRING '06·07 1 & 2 BED· 
ROOM APTS. OFF STREET 
PARKING, WATER & TRASH 
PAID. 11 MO. LEASE. SECU-
RITY DEPOSIT REQUIRED. 
NO PETS 348-8305 OR 549· 
9092. 
----------------1~7 
One bedroom apartments for 
August '06·'07 PP&W PROP-
ERTIES, 2 EXCELLENT 
LOCATIONS 1 BLOCK AND 1 
1/2 BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD 
MAIN ON 6TH ST 1 or 2-per-
son leases. Central heat & AIC, 
laundry facilities Water, trash 
service, and off-street par1<ing 
included. Perfect for serious 
students or couples. 348-8249 
www.ppwrentals.com 
__________________ oo. 
WEDN};.SDAY, NOVEMBER 16. 2005 
FOR RENT 
1 bedroom apt. for rent for 
8/15/06 to 7/31107. PETS OK, 
just S of campus. Parking, 
garbage. heat allowance, part 
furnished or unfurnished. Last 
mo & $110.00 security to move 
in. $385/mo for 1, $435/mo for 
2. Leave message 348·8848. 
1/28 
All near campus include 
garbage and yard mowing. 
Houses· WID Dishwasher, air .. 
7,5,4,3 bedrooms. 
Apartments· studio 1 ,3,4 bed· 
rooms. 345-6967. 
_ ____ o. o 
Fall 2006- Luxury 3 and 4 bed-
room. 2 bath apartments Free 
HIGH SPEED INTERNET, 
Free CABLE TV, Free PHONE I 
New, safe, secure and close to 
cal\lpus. Lots of amenities. 
www.jbapartments.com 345-
6100 
_ _____ oo 
www.charlestonelapts.com 
LOOK FOR US FOR 06-07 
RENTALS. From $230 to $475 
moper person. Ph. 348.7746. 
00 
2006-2007 Very Nice Houses, 
Town Houses, and Apartments 
for 1.2.3,4,5,6,7,8 people. All 
1 to 3 blocks from campus. 
For more information call us at 
217·493·7559 or go to 
www.myeiuhome.com 
________ 00 
HOUSES FOR FAU. 3,4,5, & 
6 bedroom. Excellent location. 
Excellent. condition. Locally 
owned and managed. 345-
7 2 8 6 
www.jwilliamsrentals.com 
-------~--------00 
IIJe~elVJiorkltmes 
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 1005 
ACROSS 24 Employed pols 49 Buttinsky, e.g. 
t Derby features 25 Pin holders 5t Wrap brand 
6 James who 
wrote '1lle 
Postman 
Always Rings 
Twice• 
10 Golden Fleece 
transporter 
14 State-named 
avenues in 
Washington, 
essentially 
15 Plot part 
t6 Zig or zag 
11 First-stnngers 
21 Hams it up for 
the camera 
29 With 46-Across, 
song containing 
the lyric in this 
puzzle 
31 Dowdyone 
34 Venomous 
snake 
52 Submit to gravi-
ty 
53 Bawls 
57 End of the lyric 
111 Race pace 
a.2 Watched warily 
63 Good and 
steamed 
35 ~~ of med_ioc- 64 Clinton's attor-
ney general 
36 Spy novelist 
Deighton 
37 Lyric, part 2 
65 Stage solo 
1e Obits, bas1cally 41 H, to Homer 
66 Lorelei, notably 
ti1 Mideast port 
42 Interject sa Plenty t9 A penny is a 
small one 
20 Start of a 
quizzical Bob 
Seger lyric 
43 ·scream" dirac- 69 Passed out 
tor Craven 
44 Performed sat-
isfactorily · 
23 •_ chance!" 45 See 29-Across 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
DOWN 
1 Muscles 
2 Pi, for one 
3 Latin clarifier 
4 Soccer super-
star 
s California's _ 
Valley 
Puzzll by 
12 Rgure out 
13 Load from a 
lode 
21 Go after 
13-Down 
22 Mauna_ 
Observatory 
2e Fajita filler 
31 Heels alternative 
32 Uke Lucille Ball 
33 Too pink. say 
34 Sympathetic 
sounds 
36 Fess (up) 
39 Made one 
40 Passing 
thoughts, for 
short? 
45 "I swearl" 
52 Yam unit 
54 •sutterfield s· 
author 
55 Some kind of 
nut 
sa Hagar's dog, in 
the tunnies 
47 Be a servant to sa Shipshape 
48 Neither Rep. 
nor Dem. 
48 Bamboo lovers 
59 Newbie 
eo Feral 
so Teamwork spoil-
er 81 _-Ia-Ia 
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INTERNATIO AL BRIEFS 
Ariel Sharon's eldest 
son pleads guilty to 
fraudulent fundraising 
T HE AsSOCIAT£0 PRfSS 
JERUSALEM - Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon's eldest 
son pleaded guilty Tuesday to charges of illegal fund raising for 
his father's 1999 election campaign, raising the specter of a 
prison term and puttmg his political future in jeopardy. 
Omri Sharon, a member of Israel's parliament, appeared 
briefly in a Tel Aviv courr ro admit ro falsifYing corporate docu-
me,nrs, perjury and. violating parry funding laws. 
Asked by the judge, if he confessed to the charges, he answered, 
"Yes," and remained silent for the rest of the proceedings. 
Under a plea deal, prosecutors dropped charges of fraud and 
breach of ausr but are demanding imprisonmenr on the other 
counts. 
Sentencing is scheduled for Janu:uy. The charges carry a maxi-
mum of five years in prison, bur the sentence is expccred to be 
much lighter, pcx;sibly a suspended senrence or community service. 
Intense race in runoff elections to decide 
133 seats in Egypt's parliament 
CAIRO, Egypt - Scarrered violence erupred during runoff 
elections Tuesday that saw a heated competition between the 
long-dominant ruling parry and Egypt's leading Islamic group, 
which hopes to increase irs presence in the country's parliament. 
Candidates affiliated with the Muslim Brotherhood, Egypr's 
largest lslan1ic fundamentalist parry and irs most powerful oppo-
sition movemenr, appeared to be making gains. Early results said 
Brotherhood candidates won at least 31 sears, with 43 for the rul-
ing National Democratic Parry. 
The bulk of the 133 sears across the country up for grabs in 
Tuesday's runoff were still to be announced, and final results 
have di.ffered greatly &om initial announcements in pasr races. 
The NDP has dominated parliament for decades and is 
expected to keep a large majority, bur the Brotherhood has put 
up unusually fierce competition this time. 
Mohammed Mahdi Akef, the Brotherhood leader, urged sup-
porrers to try to prorecr baUot boxes &om tampering, saying. "we 
will defend them to death." 
CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR RENT 
Oldtowne Apartments: 1, 2, 3 
Bedroom for Fall 2006. Close 
to campus. 4 locations to 
choose from. Call 345-6533 
00 
www.jwilliamsrentals .com 
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR 
NEXT APARTMENT .. Leasing 
now 1 & 2 bedroom units. 
Good locations, nice apart-
ments, off street parking, trash 
paid No pets. 345-7286 
-------------- ___ 00 
EXCEPTIONALLY ECONOMI· 
CALl HALF OF DUPLEX APT. 
WITH 1 BEDROOM LOFT. 
FURNISHED FOR A SINGLE 
OR COUPLE. $385/MO FOR 
1 OR $435/MO FOR 2. 1 
BLOCK NORTH OF O'BRIEN 
FIELD FOR SCHOOL YEAR 
2006/07. CALL JAN AT 345· 
8350. 
00 
BUCHANAN ST APART· 
MENTS. 1,2,&3 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE 
FOR FALL 06-07 PLENTY OF 
OFF STREET PARKING, 
WATER AND TRASH 
INCLUDED. CALL 345-1266 
_________________ oo 
Lincolnwood Pmetree has 
2&3 BR Apts. available tor 
second semester. Call 345-
6000 
_________________ oo 
FOR RENT 
Three bedroom apartment 2 
blocks from campus. 10 or 11 
1/2 month lease. Phone 345-
3554 or 345-7766 
______________ 00 
Available January 2006· Two 
BR furnished apt Stove,refrig-
erator,AIC, $445 single/$250 
each roommate. Trash pd. 
2003 South 12th Street Call 
348-7746 
__________________ 00 
NEW 6 BEDROOM HOUSE 
FOR FALL 2006!1f you are a 
group of 6 girts looking for the 
newest, nicest, and largest 6 
bedroom, 3 bath house two 
blocks from campus CALL 
345-6100. Everything included 
except electric and water. 
375.00 ea. www.jensen-
rentals.com 
________________ 00 
FALL 2006· 3 BEDROOM 
DUPLEX 2009 11th St. 325.00 
ea.345-6100 www.jensen-
rentals.com 
__________________ oo. 
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROP-
ERTIES NOW LEASING FOR 
FALL 2006. 2, 3. 4. 5 6. & 7 
BEDROOM HOUSES, APTS .. 
AND DUPLEXES VIEW AT 
WWW.EIPROPS.COM OR 
CONTACT MELISSA @ 345· 
6210 OR 549·0212. 
__________________ .oo 
PROPOSAL: 
Cor-. fl'-tlltl FROM l'o\(J. I 
and one representative from Booth 
Library, Chesnut said. 
The council has so many members 
to help ensure that the proposals are 
considered fairly. 
The variety of members work to 
make sure that approved proposals 
cover a wide range of topics. 
"This structure was chosen in order 
to make representation as even as possi-
ble," Chesnut said. 
"The council works hard co select the 
best proposals regardless of who sub-
mits them or what type of research or 
creative activity is involved." 
COUNCIL: 
Cn-.-n'<t ro l>n\1 r-\Gl I 
er parcel efland. 
"As the world changes, we have ro 
change wirh ir," said ciry council 
member Larry Rennels. 
City council members voted ro 
place rhe issue on file for public 
inspection. 
They also placed the annexarion of 
the subdivision's retention pond on 
file for public inspection. 
They approved the re-plat of the 
Riley Creek Subdivision 
The developers requested smaller 
Iars, which adds five more lots to rhe 
existing plan. 
They also voted to table the execu-
rion of the Coles County Solid Waste 
Management Agency agreement umil 
the next meeting. 
Ctty council members also 
approved two raffle permits. 
FACULTY: 
C Q>;TINUIO FROM PIIU I 
accounts via the deans. 
"In the last rwo years. we've imple-
mented a srraregy where we transfer 
money twice a year," Mcl<erwe said. 
This is a change &om only depositing the 
funds once a year. 
He added that the money is trans-
ferred ro the deans who then d.Jstribute it 
to the department chairs. 
One goal alumni services plans to 
accomplish is developing a srudenr alum-
ni association ro help srudenrs better 
understand how alumni contributions, 
such as the clock rower, directly benefit 
them 
"We want srudenrs to see (the clock 
rower) and know that thar was some-
thing the alumni contributed to the cam-
pus," Rich said. "It makes students aware 
thar the things they're able ro do today is 
because of the connibutions of the alum-
ni." 
The senate also completed its discus-
sions on Eastern's mission staremem. 
SIUC fraternity chapter 
charged in pledge death 
NATIONAL 
BRIEFS 
THE AssoaA T£D Pms 
One day afi-er SIUC freshman and 
Pi Kappa Alpha pledge Brent 
Johnson's body was found in Cedar 
Lake, Unive.rsiry administrators 
revealed on Friday that thc.:y have: 
charged the fraternity chapter with 
numerous alcohol and risk manage-
ment violations tied ro Johnson's 
drowning. 
The fraternity chapter, also known 
as the Pikes, faces eight charges of 
alleged violations of the University's 
alcohol and risk management code. 
According to SIUC Spokeswoman 
Sue Davis, University officials senr a 
lerrer to the fraternity chapter 
Wednesday notifYing its members of 
the charges. 
STUDENT IMPACT ON ELEC-
TIONS TO BE DISCUSSED 
Chicago- A -.ix-member panel of sru-
denrs and professionals will come 
together Tuesday to discuss what impact 
college students can have on local and 
national elections. 
Hosted by The Illinois Day of 
Election Advocates and Pi Sigma Alpha, 
"Students lmpacr Elections: A Panel 
Discussion" will bring diverse voices 
togecller with the intention of opening a 
dialogue on the issue. 
According to Emily Reynolds, a sen-
ior political science and public rdarions 
major and c::xxhair of the IDEA, the 
event is also intended to raise a-wareness. 
Rice urges cooperation with trading partners 
T HE AsSOCIATtD PRESS 
BUSAN, South Korea Secretary of 
State Condoleczza Rice urgt.-d better coop-
eration an1ong As1an trading partners fac-
ing threats of terrorism, adding 
Wednesday tim richer nations must help 
poorer ones in that fight. 
"In the past year we have seen that the 
threat of global terrorism is still very real, 
with vicious new attacks in Indonesia, and 
Russia and the Philippines," Rice cold an 
opening session of the Asia-Pacific 
Economic Cooperation forum. 
'We must build on our new partnership 
to deny criminals and terrorists access ro 
deadly conventional 'veapons," she said. 
While in South Korea, Rice was meet-
ing several parmers in six-way talks ro end 
North Korea's nuclear weapons program. 
South Korea's foreign minister said 
' Tuesday that talks with the Norrh would 
resume in January. A disappointing round 
of talks ended last week without new 
progress this week toward agreemg on 
details of how to carry out Norrh Korea's 
pledge in September to abandon nuclear 
development in exchange for aid and a 
security guarantee. 
The Norrh is insisting on receiving aid · 
in stages as it dismantles irs nuclear pro-
grams, while Washington refuses to 
reward Pyongyang unul that goal is 
achteved. 
Norrh Korea on Saturday stood by irs 
demand for :ud in exchange for shurting 
down a plutonium-producing nuclear 
reactor, saying it won't act until 
Washington offers concessions. 
"As we have to follow the 'action for 
acrion' princ1ple, we will act if action is 
made," the Norrh's envoy to six-nation 
disarmament talks, said Vice Foreign 
Minister Kim Gye Gwan. 'We will never 
move nm." 
BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER 
GQAMIOAil, COMPUlSORY 
SQlOO.iNG IS A lO<l. lllE 
GO'IERN.wNT USES TO 
~1lON. SO~ORiliNATI AHO 
I OlllMA'laY <ON'Il2CX. lllE PEOP\.l 
WE SHOOlll SEQIOOSI.Y 
CONStllER HOW SQlOO.ING1 
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TIEBREAK: SPORTS NETWORK'S Pujols wins NL MVP CO'-TI'<UID 1>'0'.0 P..CJ 12 
1-AA COLLEGE fOOTBAll PoLL 
bunch of disappointed players, you're going to have a 
bunch of disappointed coaches and you're going to have 
a bunch of disappointed fans." 
TEAM (1 ST PLACE V OTES) RECORD POINTS PREV.RANK THr AssociATID Parss Jones, the Atlanta Braves' center fielder, got 13 firsts, 17 seconds 
and twO thirds for 351 points. 1. New Hampshire (56) 9-1 2,522 1 NEW YORK · Albert Pujols 
started his career with four star-
ding seasons, equal or better than 
those of many Hall of Famers. 
Only Barry Bonds always did bet-
rer - until this year. 
2. Hampton (391 10-0 2,410 2 
3. Montana (3) 8-2 2,371 3 
4 . Furman 8-2 2,167 6 
5. Texas State 8-2 1,996 7 
If the Panthers win either their game with 
Jacksonville State or the OVC draw, Eastern could host 
irs first playoff game since 2001. 
To host a first round Division 1-AA playoff game, a 
school must pledge $30,000 to the NCAA. The cost for 
a second-round game is $40,000, and the cost to host 
the semifinals is $50,000. 
6. Appalachian St 3) 7-3 1,942 8 
Chicago Cubs first baseman 
Dem:k Lee gor the other first-
place vote and was third with 263 
points. 
And Smith said hosting a first round game would be 
most challenging. 
7. UMass 
8. Georgia Southern 
9. Coastal Carolina 
1 0. Northern Iowa 
11. Southern Illinois 
12. Lehigh 
13. Cal Poly 
14. Grambling St. 
15. Youngstown St. 
7-3 
8-3 
9-1 
7-3 
7-3 
8-2 
7-3 
8-1 
8-3 
1,846 
1,747 
1,676 
1,622 
1,525 
1,441 
1,377 
1,088 
1,062 
5 
10 
9 
14 
4 
13 
15 
16 
19 
"It's awesome when you hear 
people compare yourself with 
Barry," Pujols said. 
"The hardest one to meet is the $30,000 one because 
the students are gone," Smith said. "We're really going 
to have to hustle to seU tickets. Will our athletic depart-
ment make any money off it? No." 
16. South Carolina St 8-2 1,037 17 
Pujols won his first National 
League MVP award Tuesday, 
beating Andruw Jones in a close 
vote that didn't include Bonds, 
who missed most of the season 
because of a knee injury. 
Pujols hit .330 with 41 homers 
and 117 RBis. His average was 
second, five points behind Lee, 
and he tra.iled only Jones (51) and 
Lee (46) m homers. He tied for 
second in RBis with 117, 11 
behind Jones. 
17. Richmond 7-3 912 18 
18. Brown 8-1 725 20 
Smith spenr 11 seasons on the Panther sidelines as 
defensive coordinator and assistant head coach, and he 
knows there are good reasons ro host a game. 
19. Eastern Washington 6-4 712 21 
"A lor of the f.ms and even the 
players, they missed Barry," Pujols 
said of the seven-time MVP. who 
had won the previous four sea-
sons. "I wished he would have 
been healthy and played." 
20 North Dakota St 7-3 641 22 
21. Eastern Illinois 8-2 625 23 
22. Montana St. 6-4 495 11 
"It's the pride of having it," he said. "lr helps ro play 
at home for your team. " 
23. Western Kentucky &-4 45t 12 
Jones led the major leagues in 
home runs, batted .263 and won 
his eighth sttaighr Gold Glove. 24. Illinois St 7-4 283 NR 
2S.Nicholls St. 5-3 226 NR 
And the dividencL. can spill into the postseason. 
"lr puts you as one of the top-16 teams in the coun-
uy when you go out and recruit," Smith said. "Kids like 
to play fOr winners." 
Pzhcr~ mcer.fng •'OW'S: /ilm(!$ Mad'l$()(1 :ZOS.I*JabdmJ o\&M 86, Colgate 
81, McNeest• Swe 51 /dronvillc State 41 ,/Afd)'f:tte 40, San Diego 
Pujols, the Sr. Louis Cardinals' 
first baseman, received 18 first-
place votes and 14 seconds for 378 
points in balloting by the Baseball 
Writers' Association of America. 
"I think he deserved it. The vor-
ing was the right· vote. He was the 
right choice," Jones said. "He had 
the most solid season average wise, 
home-run wise and RBI wise." 
36. UC Daus ] I, No!Slr.J J.O, POIT!.md Stolle 10, Chattanooga 10 
DANIELS: 
co .. nsl fU '"')0,' 1'\C.f t2 
able to win the Ohto Valley 
Conference ride outright or call cor-
reedy on the coin Aip) actually 
stands a chance at winning a nation-
al title wtth a record of8-2 or 9-2 
heading into the posts<.-ason. The 
same cannot be said of a D-1 ream 
such as Ohio Stare (8-l) or Notre 
Dame (7-2), who are mathematical-
ly eliminated &om the national title 
picture unless the unthinkable hap-
pens and USC or Texas is upscr. 
Instead of rewarding conference 
champ1ons and other one-lo~ or 
two-loss teams with a chance ro vic 
for a national title, D-1 footbaU use.~ 
six computer rankings along wirh 
something called the Harris 
Interactive Poll and only real poll, 
the USA Today Coaches Poll. 
Granted, 1-AA has a compurer 
model called the Gridiron Power 
Index that is similar in assessing 
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what at-large reams deserve roger 
in. But the argument could also be 
rnad~· abour the NCAA 'Iournamenr 
and the RPI rarin~ char rhe selec~ 
tlon {om min~ looks ar. Every year 
in March, teams on the bubble are 
left OUt arad COaches and fans are Jefr 
ro ponder what if. Bur at leasr \virh 
the GJ>I it allows reams the oppor-
runiry to win a national title. 
Case in point, last year, the No. 1 
overall "Ced in the 1-AA playoffs and 
champion of the Gateway 
Conference, Southern Illinois, lost 
to the second-place team in the Big 
Sky, Eastern Washington, 35·31. 
That loss would be rhe equivaltnt 
this year of USC losing ro a team 
like Auburn (8-2 and 6-1 tn the 
SEC), if the higher-ups of D-1 
implemented a playoff system. But 
w.Ur, never mind, Auburn would 
never have the chance because com-
puters have determined who reigns 
at the end of the year in 1-A foot· 
ball. 
Pay for chool 
while you experience Illinois 
politics first hand 
work as a legislative intern with the Illinois General Assembly 
• $2,026 per month • health insurance 
• graduate college credit • full-time • 10 1/2 months 
Do You Quallfr? - If yru have cof11lleted an undergraduate degree Of v.ill ca'11>1ete 
one pn« to SeJterrber 1, 2006, yru are eligible to apply. Persons v.tlo are currently in 
graduate programs ex who have an advanced degree are also eligible. Positions with the 
legislative Research Unit require a · s •'grade pant average. All maJOfS are encouraged 
to apply. Previous political or governmental experience is a plus, bot is not necessary. 
CntJcal thinking and clear wnllng skills are a rrust 
Apphcation materials and addiuonal infOflllation are available at: http~Jll•lp.uJ•.edu 
ex lnstJMe lor legislative Studies • University a llfmois at Springfteld • One University 
Plaza. MS PAC -466 • Spnn~eld,lllinois 62703-5407 • Phone: (217) 206-6579 
Funded b'f the llknr;i$ ~ A.sumbly 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Would YC?U like to buy a Vowel? ... 
Or an Ad? call today ... SSI-2816 
Luckily for Eastern, a 9-l regular 
season record could end up resulting 
in a national championship, where 
as a 9-2 ream m Division I could 
most likely end up at the Capital 
One Bowl on New Year's day and 
mstead of dreammg abour a national 
title, wonder what's in their waller. 
Matt Dani~ls is a sopiHtmo" jour-
nalism major. If you want to /mow 
what's in his waikt, In him /mow at 
cumwdJ@du.~du. 
BOOGIE 
IOW&IAG 
IS IACI(! 
at 
CHARLESTON 
LANES! 
1rc:1i12vc: from I Opm-1 
$12 PER PERSON 
includes: bowling, shoes, & 
FOUR $1 VOUCHERS 
131 0 E Street, Charleston 
217.345.6630 
S Earn Fast 
Holiday Cash S 
Telephone Sales Reps 
Start Right Away 
Pan time hours 
4pm - 9pm I Mon - Fri 
Apply with 
Consolidated' 
market response 
700 W Lincoln Ave Charleston, 
- 217-639-1135 
Morr- Fri !Sam- 7pm 
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CROSS COUNTRY 
ID'STU11Wi 
Panther season ends at regionals 1 Oll.lhoma Stolle • 71 poult> 2 k.,..• 72J>Otnl'> J l:ansa• • 74 pomiS 4 Mi1V1<'><11.1 n potm• 5 too..M~ 181 poUlt• 
ID'S ...... Tifi 
BY D ERIUCIC jOHNSON II 
STAff RFPORTER 
The ending for the: Panthers cross 
country season was a lircle less than 
climatic this past Saturday. 
Men finish 12th, women 17th 
at national meet hosted by Iowa 
After competing in the NCAA 
Regional Championships at the 
University oflowa, the men finished 
12th and the women 17th; both of 
the reams were only two places short 
of their goals. 
On che women's side, the loss of 
Freshman Mallory Fellars and the 
lack of experience were factors chat 
· worked against the Panthers, head 
coach Geoff Masanet said. 
"We didn't run Mallory Fellars 
because: she had a hamstring injury," 
Masanet said. "That hurt us because: 
she has been pretty consistem. 
COACH: 
Cor<n,.,um fRO M I'AGf 12 
mid-July on the recrumng trail 
prompted O'Neil's name ro surface. 
"He and I were talking and I said, 
'Hey, do you know any young assis-
tanrs; I've got a position open and it's 
a full-time gig," Salle said. 
"(Fennelly) said, Til give you one 
name, and if you don't hire her you're 
silly. • 
That one name turned our to be 
O'Neil. 
The position was between O'Neil 
and another candidate, and Salle 
said O'Neil "blew the other candi-
date out of the water." 
"l think we're getting Anne on the 
complete upside of her career," SaJie 
said. "For us to be able: ro rap inro 
that talent, maybe her first two or 
three years in this business, she's 
going to make our program better." 
While O'Neil is still making an 
"Also, I think we're still a young 
team, and we weren't quite ready 
enough for a big meer like that ... the 
regionals are not like the OVC." 
While the women didn't have 
enough experience, the men's prob-
lems led elsewhere. Throughout che 
season, the Panthers have been work-
ing on staying as close to one anoth-
er during a race as possible. The 
Panthers' failure to group together 
was ultimately their downfall, 
Masaner said. 
"Our guys were so close," Masanet 
said. "I don't think we packed it up 
good enough on the guys side. I 
adjustment to coaching, she said she 
is learning as she goes. 
"I don't think I've totally defined 
who I am as a coach," she said. "l 
was definitdy a very vocal and 
intense person on the court, and I 
think some of those things have car-
ried over to now." 
Senior guard Megan Sparks said 
the team has benefited just &om 
O'Neil being a year removed from 
college:. 
"She's been in the same situation 
as us, played the same game," Sparks 
said. "I think we can take anything 
she says and just apply it to our-
selves.~ 
O'Neil's playing career at Iowa 
State wasn't intended for right our of 
high school for her. The native of 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, played her 
freshman year ar the University of 
Illinois after capping off a stellar 
prep career. She rraosferred from 
lUinois after garnering First Team 
Application-. arc available 111 the Student A<:tl\ ille~ Center 
m the MLK Unwn. ror more mformallllll Call 5R 1-55~~ 
Phi Sigma Pi welcomed in seventeen new members on 
November 15. 2005. CongraruJarions everyone! 
Andrei Lwdcllo L.nan Jcnnill§'l jonbn Angle 
Danid.le Pm!vinc• MidiCile! Weiler TctCJS:a Ou-isanon 
Tm-h Billin:r R.•chd Brinkman Jlr.t.nk Whin:un 
Sarnh ~ Michelle Kerr J<n Manning 
Ashryn Mil~ Danidk Llpr.Uric • Shannon Inboden 
Micho:lle I..2Gcssoe Michrlle &iley 
<I>~Tl <I>~Il <1>~11 <1>~11 <1>~11 <l>~fl <I>~Il <1>~11 
think that ultimately became the 
Achilles hed for us." 
While the Panthers feU short of 
their regional aspirations, they met 
their goals for the Ohio Valley 
Conference championship. 
When a season is filled with highs 
and lows, athletes' opinions about 
their season might differ &om one 
another. Junior Nathan Pepper has a 
mixed opinion about the Panthers' 
season. 
"It's kind of bitter sweet," Pepper 
said. "We under accomplished a lot 
of things. We had noc-so-grear per-
formances at meers like Pre-
All-Freshman and Honorable 
Mention All-Big Ten accolades. 
She enjoyed her rime ar illinois 
but felt a change of scenery was 
needed. 
"Like any other player, you want ro 
make sure it's the right fir for you, and 
I just thought that Iowa Stare fit me 
better as a person and a player," she 
said. . 
Before embarking on the Illinois 
campus, O'Neil wrapped . up 
arguably one of the best high school 
careers in the state of Iowa. She 
became the first freshman to lead 
the state in scoring, averaging 26.3 
poinu per game to go aJong with 7 
rebounds a game at Kennedy High 
School. She ended her career with 
2,494 pomts and being named Miss 
Iowa Basketball her · senior year 
while also being her school's saluta-
torian. 
O'Neil believes it is her mindser 
char helps her accomplish so much. 
ADVERTISE 
in the DEN 
.... 5~ 1-2816 
Nationals, but there were a lot of fac-
tors rhat went into this season 
though. Stout was injured, Dave was 
sick, I was having trouble with my 
knee, but ar the same time, 
Strackeljahn had a good season and 
(Scott McNamer's) season was 
great." 
With the season finally over the 
Panthers will have to concentrate on 
what is ahead of them. Junior Dave 
Carlson has already rumed his focus 
to the upcoming indoor rrack sea-
son. 
"' want to get back in shape for 
indoor," Carlson said. "I wasn't in 
good shape after I got sick and my 
cross coumy season was pretty much 
ruined after char. I should be in 
good shape for indoor conference 
though. 
"I just think that pretty much 
whatever I pur my mind ro I want to 
be very successful at," she said. 
After transferring to Ames, Iowa, 
O'Neil continued her success Cln and 
off the court, culminating in earning 
Honorable Mention All-American 
honors her senior year, as well as 
FtrstTeam All-Big 12 and First Team 
Academic All-American. 
"I just feel fortunate that our 
guards, really all our players, can tap 
into whar she's got," Sallee said. 
Sparks said O'Neil has helped her 
and the other guards with their indi-
vidual games. 
"She hdps us out a lot just on 
moves to gee by the defense, things 
that are open, things that are work-
ing." Sparks said. 
Sallee said his newest ass1stant is 
soaking up all the information she 
can from him and fellow :KSistants 
Rekha Holloman and Lauren 
Dailey. 
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"She constantly is in my office 
wanting to know, 'What do you 
think I'm doing well?' or 'Whar do 
you rhink I'm not doing well; what 
can I do more of,'"Sallee said. 
The transition &om playing to 
coaching is one that some players 
turned coaches struggle with. Not 
O'Neil, Salle said. 
"The exciting thing for me is to 
see how quickly she's become inter-
ested in what we're doing here," he 
said. "It's like she's been here for 
four or five: years. She: has bought 
imo everything we're doing and has 
adjusted well to a different system." 
Fennelly said O'Neil should suc-
ceed at being a coach. 
''She's been around the game her 
whole Ltfe," he said. "Some adjust-
ments she'll have to make will 
come with recruiting and other 
such matters, but she'll be fine. 
Our profession needs more people 
like her." 
Terrific Apartlllents 
345-6000 • 2219 9th St. Apt. 17 
,~) SOUTH SIDE CAFE 
Open Sam • 2pm Monday - Sat. 
Breakfast served anytime! 
Daily Specials 
. 614 Jackson Ave. 345·5089 
PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR 
TODAY 
flliDAY 
SATURDAY 
Swtmming at Satnl Louis 5:30p.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
1 p.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
6p.m. 
VolleyNII n SEMO (OVC T-...-..u 
Football at Jacksonville State 
VolleyN.II (OVC Toum<UMnt Soll·flnalt) 
Ml>;'s 8ASK!T&Ml AT XAVlfR 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMB£R 16,2005 
D ivision 1-AAs playoff system is set up to keep controversy at a minimum by letting its teams 
decide whos the best on the field. 
But, if the Eastern football team loses at jacksonville 
State Saturday and Eastern Kentucky wins at Tennessee 
State, the Panthers, EKU and ]SU will all finish 7-1 in 
conference. And then, the Ohio Valley Conferences automatic bid to 
the postseason will be out of the players' hands - it'll be in the ave commissioner's hands. 
The OVC announced its plans for breaking 
the potencial three-way tic Tuesday. Each 
team's logo will be printed on a sheet of paper 
and placed in unmarked envelopes. OVC 
commissioner Jon Steinbrecher will draw one 
envelope from a box 15 minutes after the 
Eastern Kentucky game, sending one team 
into the postseason. 
If all three teams finish 7-1, they each 
would have wins over the rest of the OVC's 
teams, nullifying the initial tiebreak proce-
dures. 
If the tie occurs, the draw will take place in 
the athletics offices at JacksonvilJe State. It 
would be the first time in OVC history there 
was a three-team tie at the top. 
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo said be isn't 
concerned with the tiebrea.k procedwes -
be's concerned with the Gamecocks (6-4, 6-1 
OVC). 
"It's just the way it is, and you've got to live 
with it," he said. "We understand what the 
circumstances are, and we're just trying m pre-
pare to play a great football ream." 
While Jacksonville Stare head coach Jack 
Crowe declined to comment on the tiebreak, 
, , , 
the third coach in the mix, Eastern Kenrucky's 
Danny Hope, said he thinks there's a better 
way to decide who goes to the playoffs and 
who goes home. 
"I don't like leaving it up to chance," he 
said. 
Hope said he's in favor of a system that 
weighs multiple statistical figures with things 
like schedule strength and road winning per-
centage. And the team with the strongest 
composite ran~ would cam the confer-
ence's berth. 
Eastern Kenrucky (6-4. 6-1) will send a rep-
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston 
resentarive to Jacksonville State, and Hope 
said he has an idea who it should be. 
"We're looking for a leprechaun," he said. 
The odds of Hope getting his wish and 
finding a leprechaun rival the odds of a three-
way ric of this narure occwring. 
The odds of three teams finishing 7-1 in a 
nine-team conference are 32,781 to 1, accord-
ing to one math professor's calculations. 
But with a Panther loss and an EKU win, a 
new set of odds become relevant. Eastern (8-
2, 7-0) would have a 1-in-3 chance of heading 
to the playoffs. 
Eastern Associate Athletic Director for 
Development John Smith said if the Panthers' 
card weren't drawn, it'd be a letdown. 
"If we don't make the playoffs, as great of a 
season as it's been, it's going to put a damper on 
the season," he said. "You'~ going m have a 
SEE TIEBR£AK PAGE 10 
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ETBAL 
Panthers have 2005 WNBA draft 
pick at their disposal- as a coach 
Former Iowa State All-American takes on coaching 
BY MATT D ANIElS 
STAff REPORTER 
At the end ofEastem's practice on Monday night, 
several players and a coach were shooting around. 
Unknown to mosr people, that one coach was an 
All-American on the court and off the coun, the 
leading three-point shooter in the country last year, 
and a third-round draft pick of the WNBAS 
Sacramento Monarchs. 
FliSt-year assistant Anne O'Neil filled all of these 
roles and now she is looking to tackle the coaching 
profession. It was only a year ago that O'Neil 
played for Iowa State and scored 15 points and 
grabbed 8 rebounds in an 80-51 rour of Eastern in 
the Cyclone Classic. A graduate oflowa State with 
a degree in communication, O'Neil was drafted in 
mid-April by the 2005 WNBA champions, the 
Monarchs, but was waived shortly after arriving at 
training camp because of recurring stress fractures 
in her ankles. 
"I had them probably since February, so about 
the last rwo months of the season pretty much," said 
O'Neil, whose Cyclones losr to Utah in the 6rst 
round of the NCAA Tournament last March. "I 
enjoyed being drafted. I didn't think that was some-
thing that was going ro happen. It was kind of a sur-
prise." 
Her head coach at Iowa State, Bill Fennelly, said 
the Monarchs' loss was Eastern's gain. 
"When she played, she was very into the scouting 
reports and other things of that narure," he said. 
"The work habits that are needed in this profession 
are already there for her." 
O'Neil said the experience with the Monarchs 
was "eye-opening," even though she was only able 
to practice for three days. 
"I was able to practice full-out, then the next day 
I went for about a half day, then the third day I 
couldn't really walk or warm up," she said. "It's kind 
of bittersweet, but that's just how things go some-
. " nmes. 
After interning with ESPN at the College World 
Series in Omaha, Neb., the former Cyclone guard 
wanted ro see if she could crack the coaching profes.. 
SlOn. 
An enoouruer with Eastern head coach Brady 
SaiJoe and O'Neil$ college coach, Bill Fennelly, in 
SEE COACH P...CF 10 
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OUT OF 
Earning 
their title 
The coUege football regular 
season is almost over for both 
Division I and I-M. USC and 
Texas appear to be the leading 
candidates to match up in 
Pasadena for the national cicle, 
while in the 1-AA world, the 
champion is unclear. 
11Us is because instead of hav-
ing a computer tell what two 
teams should compete for a 
national championship, the 
teams actually battle it out on 
the 6eld. Sixteen teams get the 
chance to actually cam a title and 
not pray that a particular com-
puter formula favors them. 
With the playoff format that 1-
AA bas {and also Division ll and 
Division ill football schools use), 
a team like Eastern (if they are 
SEE DANIElS PAG£ 10 
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You tell us who's "The Saddest" 
Staff Report 
All right EIU, the staff of 
Minority Today posed the question, 
and now we have your answer. 
Listed below are the top twenty most 
desirable ladies and gentlemen on 
Eastern's campus. 
These are the individuals that per-
sonify class, charisma and exude ambi-
Brianna Adams 
Sophomore 
Major: Pre-nursing 
Favorite Quote: "Nothing beats 
a try, but a failure" 
Jeff Collier 
Senior 
Major. Political Science 
Favorite Question: "Love is the 
answer, but while you're wait-
ing for the answer, sex brings 
up some really good questions." 
Marsha Cooper 
Freshman 
Major: Computer Information system 
(concentration in fashion mer-
Chandising) 
Favorite Quote: "Life is beauti-
ful and you should cherish it to 
the fullest" 
tion. They are continuing to represent 
the minority population in a positive 
light. 
No, it wasn't all about looks, but 
rather the other elements that often go 
unnoticed that made this list of creative 
inhabitants, "The Saddest". 
They have continued to break barri-
ers like Stephanie Johnson winning 
Homecoming Queen 2005, carry them-
Thomas Battle 
Junior 
Major: Accounting 
selves with integrity and style like 
Jennifer Ether, Miss Black EIU 2005 and 
encourage a presence of soul and 
strength on the men of campus like 
Alex Tolbert, Essence of a Man 2005. 
The list also includes people who 
have had the courage to take stands for 
minorities on campus, enforce the 
power of student leadership and set a 
few trends along the way. 
Favorite Quote: "In order for 
one to succeed, he must first 
fail" 
Amanda Bush 
Freshman 
Major: Undecided 
Favorite Quote: "Many people 
say they want to be millionaires 
and so do I, but the difference 
between me and many people 
is I know I can do great things 
with the determination, family, 
encouragement and knowledge 
of God's word" 
Michael Curtis Jr. 
Junior 
Major: Computer Information system 
Favorite Quote: "A man is like 
vanity, his days are like a shad-
ow that pass away" 
"The Saddest" represents people 
who are goal oriented and are making 
strides to achieve those goals. They are 
outgoing and stylish, but most impor-
tantly they are making a name for 
themselves, and the world better watch 
out! 
"The Saddest" Finalist in 
Alphabetical Order. More phots on PG 8 
Jami Arceneaux 
Senior 
Major: Journalism 
Favorite Quote: "A great mind 
is a bad thing to waste" 
Veron Culley 
Senior 
MaJor: Journalism 
Favorite Quotes: "A Failure to 
plan, is a plan for failure." 
Jennifer Ether 
Junior 
Major: Journalism 
Favorite Quote: "Stand for 
something, or fall for any-
thing." . 
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How to Prepare for Fina] Exams 
A Step by Step guide to a less stressful exam week 
Myla Bradford 
Staff Writer 
It is the final two weeks of class. 
Fall semester graduates are excited 
about graduation, people are happy 
about their different plans for 
break, and then there are those of 
us that are feeling ill due to the out-
break of the procrastination virus. 
"We've just been so busy" doing 
nothing all semester, and putting 
everything off until tomorrow. Well 
tomorrow is here and it' s time to 
break out the number two pencils 
and send a call out to Jesus, because 
it's time to take the test. 
For some people, final exams are 
a breeze, but for others it can be a 
nightmare. I am one of the latter. 
Just thinking about finals over-
whelms me, and I feel as if I am 
under a lot of pressure. 
Over time, I have realized that if 
I were properly prepared for the 
exams beforehand, I would have 
less anxiety and more time to relax 
and enjoy the end of the semester. 
At semester's end, there are 
numerous projects, tests and papers 
that seem to pile up. When in all 
actuality, these projects, tests and 
papers were assigned weeks to 
months in advance. 
Eight weeks seems like a reason-
able amount of time to complete an 
Elllllr'lllll 
assignment, but for those of us that you'" e missed, so that there aren' t 
wait until the night before the due any gaps. 
date, eight weeks can seem like Once you have all the informa-
eight minutes. tion, start reviewing for each exam 
We all have seen the effects of by highlighting and reviewing the 
this virus, with peo- materials daily. 
ple rushing to the This approach gets 
li~rary, creating last- ''\Vhen I crash study I rid of crash study-
aunute study groups ' ing, stress and can 
and overloading on have a hard time prevent loss of 
junk food. information on the 
I too have fallen remembering half Of day of the exam. 
v ictim to the procras- • When I crash 
tination virus, and to what I studied and study, I have a hard 
help ensu.re that this tend to draw a blank time remembering 
semester 1s symptom half of what I stud-
free for all, here are once the test is in front ied and tend to 
some tips on how to draw a blank once 
become prepared for of me." the test is in front 
final exams. of me. 
Learning how to During the last 
eliminate delays and week of class, review 
complete assignments as they are all material in more detail, and set 
given, will free up time to prepare aside 30 minutes to an hour daily 
and concentrate on finals. for each subject. Also, take a break 
Map out your exams according to between subjects to allow for the 
the order in which you will take brain to cool. 
them. This can become a problem In this leisure time, read a non-
with more than one exam on the scholastic book, watch a movie or 
same date, but early planning and catch up with friends, so you'll 
organization ca help alleviate the have a even balance of studying 
stress. and relaxation. 
Make sure you have all previous At the end of each day, make sure 
tests, assignments, handouts and that you are receiving adequate 
class notes. It might be a good idea rest. It is amazing how much the 
to get past notes for all those days amount of sleep we receive can 
have an effect on our function and 
performance day to day. 
At the beginning of each day, eat 
a good breakfast, and follow up 
with lunch and dinner. It also does-
n't hurt to snack in between study-
ing. 
Now snacking does not mean go 
out and devour all the candy, pota-
to chips and carbonated beverages 
that one body can stand, but eat 
only nourishing snacks such as 
fruits and juices. 
During the weekend before the 
final exams, immerse yourself in 
your work. · Analyze all details of 
the information, and it may even be 
helpful to establish study groups in 
some of your more difficult sub-
jects. 
Often when there is so much to 
accomplish, there is negligence of 
self, but if we all follow this simple 
guide there will be ample time for 
both self and study. 
Take advantage of Thanksgiving 
break to further prepare for finals, 
so when the clock starts ticking, 
you won't feel as if you weren't 
ready for the race. 
Well, that's all folks. Happy 
Turkey Day and try to have a little 
fun over break. Be well and good 
luck to all with your final exams. 
lif§ Timce it([}) MSlJkce Sl CJhuaumgce 
Minority Today has more in store for next semester 
As the 2005 fall semester comes to a close, I want to 
take this opportunity to acknowledge the changes 
that Minority Today has made. 
When I accepted the position of editor, I had 
visions of taking this publication to new heights. I 
would like for Minority Today to become more than 
just a monthly newspaper. 
This publication should be a literary magazine fea-
turing articles, editorials, art and literary works by 
some of the most talented individuals on Eastern's 
campus. For that reason, a new section has been 
added to the publication as of this issue. 
In the X-pression section, we will highlight up and 
coming talent among minority students in each issue. 
I encourage all talents to publish your work in 
Minority Today. 
Starting in the spring semester, we will profile a 
different minority student organization in each issue. 
Amazing issues and concerns, as well as projects are 
brought to life by some of these organizations, and we 
feel that they should be acknowledged for their 
efforts. 
M.ioority Today IS produ=J by the stll<krus of 
Easlem Wlnols l l ruv<=ty It IS publiShed monthly 
m <lladeslon. W dunng faU and <pnng smleS!ers 
I want Minority Today to become a place where 
minority students can continue to uplift and promote 
our strengths, and a place where it is imperative to 
characterize our weaknesses. 
For that 
purpose, I am-------------
pleased to 
ann o u n c e ''I want Minority Today 
that Minority 
Today will be tO become a place where 
published bi- • • 
weekly at the mmonty students can 
start of the • • 
2006 spring continue to uplift and pro-
semester. We, ngths , 
as a staff, feel mote our stre . 
that this pub-
lication will --------------
be more ben-
eficial to the students if it was accessible twice a 
month. 
I am ecstatic about the progress Minority Today 
has made, and I believe that even greater prospects 
are in its future. 
This is the last issue of the 2005 fall semester, and 
in closing I would like to wish everyone continued 
success in their endeavors and a Happy Holidays. 
Letters to the editor 1 
Alllellers must include the author's name and contact infor-
mation, and must not exceed 300 words. Not all letlers will 
be published and we reserve the right to edit for spacing. 
letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. 
All letters to the editor can be sent to: 1811 Buzzard Hall. 
Charleston ll61920; faxed to 217-581-2923. 
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Native 
•1011 American 
• 
Heritage M01dh 
2005 
Jami Arceneaux 
Entertainment Edttor 
The Office of Minority 
Affairs and the Office of 
Student Life are encouraging a 
celebration of diversity during 
the month of Novembet with 
Native American Heritage 
Month. which was declared by 
President George Bush in 19ro. 
According the proclama-
tion, during the month when 
we celebrate Thanksgi\ing, we 
e;pecially celebrate the heritage 
and contributions of American 
Indian and Alaska Native pe<r 
pie to this nation 
1hroughout the month, 
both offices are promoting con-
sciousness about the heritage, 
as well as creating a student 
organization on campus. 
An initial meeting was held 
Wednesday evening in the 
Greenup room of the Martin 
photo by Veron CuJJey 
Tracey Wayne (Miss Black ElU 2004), Stephanie Johnson (Homecoming Queen 2005), and Jennifer Ether (Miss Black EIU 2005) were all in atten-
dance as Ether gave information on next year's upcoming pagent. The informational was held WedneSday, Nov. 9, 2005 in the Casey room of the 
Martin Luther King University Union. 
Luther King student union 
well as provide an opporturuty for I "It is im}JC?rtant to diversify Myla Bradford 
Staff Writer 
More than twenty eager young 
women were present at the infor-
mational for the 35th annual Miss 
Black EIU pageant Wednesday 
evening in the Casey room of the 
Martin Luther King student union 
Since its inception in 1m, the 
Miss Black EIU pageant has provid-
ed young African-American 
women with the opportunity to 
participate in an event that recog-
nizes the strength of women, as 
well as amte a sense of pride and 
reverence in the African-American 
heritage of each contestant. 
Jennifer E~ junior journalism 
major and 2.005 Miss Black EIU pr<r 
vided interested participants with 
an overview of the pageant. com-
plete with a recording of last year's 
extravagant pexformarn!S, contest-
ant rules and of COUJ:Se her own per-
sonal experieoces. 
Ether stated up front that the 
pageant process is very time-con-
suming. 
"'Ilris requires a lot of time and 
dedication." Ether explained '1f 
you're not serious about the hard 
work, then this isn't for you." 
Ether prepared pamphlets and 
handouts for the young women. 
and carefully went through the 
information. frequently stopping to 
ask if anyone had any questions. 
To become a contestant in the 
Miss Black EIU pageant, a mini-
mum 25 G.P.A is required, as well 
as a non-refundable application fee 
and application 
Contestants will begin rehearsal 
in Decembe~ and will practice 
extensively until the pageant in 
February. 
The contestants will compete in 
four categories including: Creative 
ExpressiOn. African Garment, 
Talent and Evening 
Gown/Impromptu Questioning. 
The Miss Black EIU pageant is 
hosted by the Black Student Union 
in correspondence with Abican-
American Heritage month. Though 
it is a unique pageant at Eastern, 
pageants of similar kind are held at 
the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Olampaign (U of I) and Southern 
Illinois University at Carbondale 
(SlUq. 
The tides and requirements are 
different, but all of the pageants 
give a positive portrayal of the 
African-American woman 
At U of L there are the Miss Black 
and Gold pageant and the African-
American Homeroming pageant. 
and at SIUC, the Miss Eboness pag-
eant 
The Miss Black and Gold pag-
eant is held by the men of Alpha Phi 
Alpha Fraternity, Inc., and is also an 
alJ:.female production The Africim-
American Homeroming pageant. 
includes the crowning of a King 
and Queen and is held by the Black 
Student Union 
The most similar to the Miss 
Black flU pageant is SIUC s Miss 
.Eboness pageant. Also instated in 
Wll, the Miss Eboness pageant is 
held during Homecoming week by 
the men of Alpha Phi Alpha 
Fraternity, Inc. 
The pageant was started after 
SIUC crowned its first African-
American Homecoming Queen in 
1970, which is similar to why Miss 
Black EIU was started. 
Eastern illinois University 
crowned its first African-American 
Homecoming Queen. I<elly 
Edwards, in 2003. 
The Miss Black EIU pageant 
gives young African-American 
women the chaoce to pay homage 
to the greatness of their existence, as 
these women to reign as Queens. the campus," explaired Isaiah 
"It is imperative for African- Co~ assistant director for the 
American women to have a place to Office of Student Life. 
show our intellect and beauty," Although this is the first 
explained Stephanie Johnson, sen- time Eastern has celebrated 
ior journalism majo~ and 2005 Native American Heritage 
Homecoming Queen. Month. the university plans to 
Johnson was also a participant in support other associati011S in 
the 2005 Miss Black EIU pageant. the future. 
"I learned more about who I am "We will be planning tre 
as a African-American woman, and Asian AmeOcan He::ilage Mooth 
about my heritage by participating rext sem51e.t'' said Mooa 
in Miss Black EIU," said Johnson "I Olvenpat, dira:ta'. ci Miraity 
tip my hat to any young woman Affails. 
who wants to participate, because it At the informational. inter-
is a life..changing experierce." ested students were given 
When Ether shared some of her information on how to become 
personal experiences while part:ici- a recognized student organiza-
pating in the pageant, she ~ tion (RSO) on campus. 
curred with Jolmson. Though membership has 
"This is an experience of a life- been slow to come on this am-
time.'' explained Ether. "We had so pts, lt-e Native Arrmm 9Ldert 
much fun and made .lasting friend- A.$criatm (NASA) 5 ~at 
ships, but we also made histoty." other irntituticns SlXh as: The 
The 35th annual Miss Black EIU UnivasityciQegmanil'b1ien 
is underway and will continue to 
exemplify the character and great-
ness of the African-American 
woman. 
~ lJni\esit;y. 
To find out more about the 
Native American Student 
Association or the month's cel-
ebration. contact the 
Department of Minority Affairs 
at581~. 
Events for Native American· Heritage Month 
Thursday, Nov. 17 
American Indian Film: "Spirit of the 
Dawn" 
10-10:30a.m. and 3-3:30p.m. 
Bridge Lounge in the University 
Union 
A film on the dramatic changes in 
Indian education from the boarding 
schools of the past, where children 
were beaten for speaking their lan-
guage in school, to the more cultural-
ly-sensitive classrooms of today. 
Monday, Nov. 28 
Poetry slam 
6-7P.m. 
Bridge Lounge in the University 
Union 
Students acros campus will be able 
to read poetry from different 
Native American authors and 
poets. 
Wednesday, Nov. 30 
Native American Lecture: 
"Indigenous Knowledge: American 
Indian Knowledge Thousand of 
Years Old" by Dr. Dorene Weise, 
President of Native American 
Educational Services, Inc., 
4-sp.m. 
Grand Ballrom in the University 
Union 
Wednesday., Nov. 
30 
7-9p.m. Lumpkin 
Student Panel "Being 
Native American" 
Student across campus 
will explain from their 
point of view what it 
means to be Native 
American 
'... . . : . 
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What's going on in December 
Black Writers in America Series on WEIU-TV 
December 2, 2005 7pm 
Walter 
Mosley 
.. Sonia 
Sanchez 
December 16, 2005 7pm 
Quincy 
Troupe 
Be be 
Moore 
Campbell 
December 9, 2005 7pm 
Arthur 
Flowers 
Terry 
McMillian 
December 30~ 2005 7pm 
Ishmael 
reed 
Elizabeth 
Nunez 
Stressing the importance ol diversitv with action 
By: Stephanie N. Johnson 
Editor in Chief 
Diversity is a well-discussed issue on Eastern's campus. It is a popular term in 
most classrooms and student organizations. · 
Everyone is attempting to find a way to diversify his or her individual associa-
tion, but being diverse is about togetherness. 
Each and every student interacting with ethnicities, races and genders that are 
different from their own. 
In an attempt to provide a society that is for the enhancement of campus-wide 
diversity, the Office of Student Life has formed the Diversity in Action Council 
(D.A.C.). 
The Diversity in Action Council is a multi-cultural advisory council, comprised 
of student representatives from the various recognized student organizations 
(RSO) on campus. 
This council will serve as an advisory board, by providing leadership support 
to increase campus diversity. 
"I believe that being a diverse indivic!~ \Vill prove to be beneficial, not only· in 
my academic career, but in life," -said Kristen Buerster, senior marketing major and 
member of O.A.C. 
The mission statement for the council includes: promoting and celebrating 
diversity; promoting partnerships and collaboration among diverse student 
organizations; addressing diversity issues, problems and concerns; providing uni-
versity support and resources; and increasing multi-cultural programs and events 
on campus. 
"It's a excellent way to promote campus unity," explained Keila Lacy, student 
vice-president for student affairs. 
"I strongly encourage all organizations to participate in this endeavor." 
Though it is still in its beginning stages, the council has conferred about many 
social issues, and plans on finding irmovative ways to present the information to 
campus. 
The council is planning on taking certain topics and performin5 a skit to further 
amplify awareness. 
Diversity in Action Council will hold the next meeting, Monday, November 28, 
2005 at noon in the Casey room of the Martin Luther King student union. 
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A diamond in the rough 
By: Willie Griggs 
Staff writer 
Eastern is full of undiscovered talent. 
Countless individuals that have spent hours 
J.mlishing themselves and their respective 
crafts at open mic nights, talent shows and 
1rious other outlets for creative expression 
>th on campus and in the community. 
Kareem Harris, sophomore cornmunica-
)ns broadcasting major, is one of those d.ia-
onds in the rough. 
Harris, who produces music under the 
1me "Genesis", has composed material for 
any of Eastern's talent musicians. 
He has worked with Rian jones, 
ontemez "Monty" Buckley and Lorenzo 
How" James among others. 
Born in Chicago, Harris is the son of a 
od-fearing mother and a father who loves 
dance. He learned earlv on that music 
ould have a profound effect on his life. 
"My mother was a singer and she made 
y siblings and I join the choir as children," 
lid Harris. 
,,.....,--, 
The split did little to squdch the musical fire 
1-larris had inside, and in 2004, his first year at 
Eastern, he began producing under the name 
"Genesis". 
The first group Harris worked with under his 
new alias was a rap group called "Vrndictive 
Cipher" . 
[nspired by his work ethic and newfound repu-
tation, Harris began the ardous task of composing 
and mixing music on a daily basis. 
"The fact that my artists encouraged me to keep 
producing, added more push to the drive 1 already 
knew I had," said Harris. 
To Harris, life without music is like a universe 
without the stars illuminating the cosmos. 
"Music influences everything we do," explains 
Harris. "We can't work, study, party or most of all 
live without it." 
He feels that the finished product shines when-
ever anyone puts hard work into their craft. 
"I want to show people how to get ahead by 
learning from good role models like l did," said 
Harris. 
The future seems very promising for the gifted 
---"--------' producer. 
"My father would play songs that really 
aroused my interest in music." 
photo by v~'fon Culley 
Kareem Harris standing outside Thursday Nov. 10, 2005 at Thomas Hall 
"Years from now, I see myself starting my own 
record label and producing scores for motion pic-
tures," said Harris. Songs such as: Earth, Wind and Fire's 
Reasons", the Gap Band's "She dropped a bomb on 
e" and Stevie Wonder's "Knock's me off my feet" 
were in heavy rotation and would have a lasting 
tmpression on a young Harris. 
In High school, he joined a band where he became 
<1 celebrated trumpet player, and excelled to compete 
with other bands on a national scale. 
"One year my band mates and I were given the 
chance to hang out with Jazz great Wynton Marsalis," 
recalls Harris. Such an experience would prove to be 
n ve inspiring and life changing for Harris. 
Through radiant credentials, he was offered a 
scholarship to a very prestigious institute to study 
music, but declined the opportunity due to personal 
reasons. 
Harris believes that many great openings, not to 
mention exposure, came out of his affiliation with his 
high school band. 
PO DRY 
It was then that he formed his first production 
team, entitled Basement Drcamz Productions. The 
team consisted of Harris and childhood friends, Ryan 
Owens, Lorenzo Reed, Marcel Thomas and Tremaine 
Love. 
"Being in the band is what reaUy brought us 
together," explained Harris. "We had something in 
common." 
As time progressed, Harns' talent would evolve 
and become more professional. This led to an eventu-
al dash in friendship when the other members of the 
production team were offered a deal with Def Jam 
records. 
The De£ Jam empire is one of the top record labels 
in the music industry, as well as the world at large. 
"It basically came down a split due to ego trip-
ping," said Harris, while explaining the split with his 
production team. 
He wants to continue to perfect his craft and exper-
iment with all kinds of music. Harris even has a crite-
ria for future artists and collaborators that includes: A 
desire to make good music, a flexible schedule and a 
creative mind. 
To satisfy the ''Genesis" fix for those that are 
addicted to good music, Harris has completed two 
mix tapes respectively titled, "The Beginning Vol. 1" 
and "Chicago Legend Vol. 2". 
. The m.ix tapes a,re cUJTently on sale for $5. To pur-
chase the material, contact Kareem "Genesis" Harris 
at (217) 581-2182. 
Contact Willie Griggs at sickwill2000@yahoo.com 
Eternity SPACE AGE 
Willie Griggs 
Staff Writer 
I often speak of endings, 
though my life has just begun 
The morrow doesn't promise 
me the setting of the sun 
Reminded of the brevity of life 
this present day 
My soul should be the only 
thing for which I truly pray 
Eternity is yet so long, but that 
I do not fear 
Because I live a speedy life 
within this awkward year 
If I was to die tonight and van-
ish from this place 
I'U either wear a smile or tears 
of torment on my face 
I often hear of heaven and its 
fathomed streets of gold 
Such inexplicable delights 
with tongues they can't be told 
A grand reunion with the souls 
who have gone on long before 
Now worshipping the mighty 
God to reign forevermore 
l seldom hear of purgatory or 
the in between 
Those holds the souls who 
have not sin, nor are they crystal 
clean 
~·..,. .. 
So if they aren't perfect doesn't 
make them full of sin 
Then who of them are worthy . 
to righteously make it in? 
Most certainly I know of HeU, 
the dreaded second death 
Where God will finalize his 
wrath on all souls who are left 
In flames they all must lift 
their eyes, with sweat upon their 
brows 
They like the saints did have a 
chance but it is too late now 
If I were to die tonight, would 
I make it in? 
Or perish in the aftermath of 
constant heartless sin 
I wrote myself a message so 
that I may change my ways 
What's getting shorter are my 
days and in the end 
REPENTENCE PAYS!!! 
.. . 
White House, White House ain't nothing I'm dead serious. This is the Space Age 
changed · 
229 years everythang still the same 
President, President the truth is evident 
It's time for a change 
When democracy flees away 
Who will there be to blame? 
Black Man, Black Man, Ain't you had 
enough? 
Before The Great Depression, life was already 
rough 
Sitting on your ass complaining 
Dependent upon the welfare situation 
Without a real obligation 
Want a rosy life with nothing to be rough? 
Get up off that comer, stop selling that stuff 
Biological Warfare, instruments of anger 
Space Age, ain't no stranger 
' Outskirts of this country 
Our enemies in rage 
Ain't telling no He 
This the Space Age 
I 
Man planning to live in the universal beyond 
Science advances habitat where the blue 
water runs 
Think I'm playing? This is the Space Age 
Babies having babies 
So<alled men leave the ladies and the babies 
Think I'm crazy? Space Age 
Men marrying men 
Wretched men marrying sin 
God soon to unleash his fcige· · 
Want to contribute? 
Submit your poerty or drawings to 
Jami Arceneaux's mail box with 
your name and contact information 
in Buzzard Hall Rm. 1811 
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Welcome to The Boondo.cks 
By: Jami Arceneaux 
Entertainment Editor 
On November 6, 2005, "The 
Boondocks" comic strip came to life on 
Cartoon Network's Adult Swim block. 
The notorious comic strip, written by 
Aaron McGruder, has raised eyebrows due 
to its controversial content. 
The strip follows the adventures of 
Huey Freeman and Riley Freeman, who live 
in a predominately white, middle,lass sub-
urb with their belligerent grandfather. 
The boys embody two of the many 
faces of men in black culture. Huey, the mil-
itant, pro-black, revolutionary ten-year-old, 
and Riley, the hip-hop obsessed eight-year-
old. 
McGruder began writing the strip in 
1997, and now it is carried in over 350 news-
papers worldwide, including The Daily 
Eastenz News. 
It was a long road to bring "The 
Boondocks" to television. The initial pilot 
was dropped by Fox network due to the con-
troversy and antics of the characters. 
This proved to be fortunate for 
McGruder, when the strip was picked up by 
the Cartoon Network's late-night block. 
Photo from www. theboondockstv.com 
According to CNN.com, Adult Swim is a three-
hour block that pulls in more of the 18-to-34-year-old 
demographic than Jay Leno, David Letterman 
or Jon Stewart. 
The premiere episode feature 
Granddad giving the boys advice after Hue· 
states to an all-white garden party, that Jesus 
Christ was black, Ronald Reagan was the de\ •I 
and the Government lied about 9/11. 
Granddad scolded the boys, and advised 
them not to tell white people the truth because 
they don't want to hear it. 
The second episode tackled the infamous 
subject of pimping and prostitution. Granddad 
falls in love with a prostitute who is scamming 
her pimp, which leads to Huey and Riley dis-
cussing whether all women are hoes. 
The strip has been commonly compared 
to "Chappelle's Show" because of its material, 
and "AU in the Family" for its arguments. 
The show confronts all issues, intra-
racial and otherwise, head on. It was dropped 
from a few newspapers because of its use of the 
N-word, which is allowed on the TV series. 
The question remains whether "The 
Boondocks", on television or in print, is moving 
the black community forward, or pushing us 
backward? You be the judge. 
To view "The Boondocks" tune into the 
Cartoon Network, Sunday's at 11 p.m. 
Contact Jami at backstagemgt@yahoo.com 
Sometimes in love you need to let it burn 
By:Stephanie N. Johnson 
Editor in Chief 
AFfERBURN 
apart, but in the end hoi~ true to the statue that true love does conquer all. 
Yardley and Rayne continue with persistence, and refuse to let anything come 
between their happiness; including themselves. 
A Novel by Zane 
Hardcover: 320 pages 
Publisher: ATRIA Books 2005 
Fiction 
"Afterburn" is a sweet saga that will leave readers wanting more. It is 
packed with stunning passages and compels readers to take a chance on love, even 
if just for a little while. 
'This is Zane at her finest. She has been dubbed the "Queen of Erotica" for 
her ability to transform the need for women to have and act upon their sexual 
desires from the taboo it once was, to the way of life it is today. $16.47 
In its much anticipated release, "Afterburn", Zane's latest novel, is 
provocative, enduring and tells a classic tale of love at its best. 
With her sassy characters and lustful, almost sinful text in works such as: 
Addicted, 11te Sisters of APF and Skyscraper, Zane has proved how go<><\ sex really 
sells. It is a story of a woman, in search of companionship, and the man who 
helps her find it. Rayne is the average American woman, looking for lasting hap-
piness and a do-right man. 
In her 11th noveL the New York Ttmes bestselling author confirms that 
even she can risk it all. 
The product of a troubled childhood, Rayne is really starting to believe 
that love is lost in this day, and contends to give up all together. Yardley is smitten 
with Rayne from their first encounter, but lets his fear of rejection prevent him 
from approaching her. 
Unlike her previous novels, "Afterburn" is not bursting with sensual and 
erotic passages that Zane has become notorious for. Rather it is a true love story 
that examines commitment, faith, betrayal and friendship, the carnal elements of 
a relationship with just enough erotica to keep everyone intrigued. 
It shows Zane in another light, and invites readers into a story with char-
acters that are believable and in which everyone may see just a little piece of them-
selves. 
After months of pondering the what ifs, Yardley garners enough courage 
to ask Rayne out. rt seems as though both characters have reached their end, and 
are placed among one another and proceed to play for keeps in the game of love. 
The novel is complete with characters bent on keeping the happy couple It is a must-read that stands by the truth that there is no emotion greater 
than love, and even when it hurts, sometimes you just need to let it bum. 
Feature movie review: "Get Rich or Die Tryin" 
By: Brian Gartlan 
Staff writer 
Though multi-platinum rapper 50 Cent popu-
larized the term "Get Rich or Die Tryin'" with his first 
album, and now his debut on the silver screen, the 
term is far more universal than just hip-hop. 
Not everyone may agree or even understand 50 
Cent's lyrics, tactics or lifestyle; however, everyone 
can relate to trying to better themselves and make a 
proper lifestyle for their loved ones. 
On November 9, 2005, Curtis "50 Cent" Jackson 
invited the world into his life in "Get Rich ar Die 
Tryin", and although his name will not be brought up 
in any Academy Award conversations, he will earn 
respect and validate the credibility he may have been 
chasing after. 
The leading character, Marcus (50 Cent) is a 
street hustler from Queens, New York, with dreams of 
making it big in the music business. 
After becoming a made man on the streets with 
cars, jewelry, clothes and all the riches money can buy, 
jealously becomes evident from outsiders and Marcus 
is shot outside of his home nine times. 
His foundation to stardom included his pain. 
motivation and the love that surrounded him is what 
ultimately took him to the top of the rap world. 
"Get Riclt" depicts negative images such as: 
drugs, violence, greed and jealously, but the intangi-
bles of pride, respect and love make the movie worth 
watching. 
Marcus' love is the brightest shining trait in the 
movie, and it is a feel-good constant "throughout his 
life. 
It is a bold characteristic that defines his suc-
cess, but his short wick to defend his own that keeps 
him in trouble. 
His love for his mother, his love for his music 
and his love for Charlene (played by Joy Bryant) out-
shine the drugs and violence, and eventually his 
music turned him around. 
Marcus, whose stage name is Lil' Caesar, even 
said the top is better than the bottom. 
In the beginning of his life as a hustler, he was 
taught by veterans and bosses like Majestic (played 
by Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje) and Levar (played 
by Bill Duke) that love would be a downfall, but iron-
ically love is what paved his path to the top. 
When Marcus is sent to prison. he meets Barna 
(played by Terrence Howard). Marcus expands his 
writing talent, and makes his retirement from the 
streets official. 
Barna has a strange way of explaining himself, 
but his hardheaded approach seems to gather follow-
ers. 
He is a leader throughout the film and eventu-
ally becomes Lil' Caesar's manager. 
The film adds imagery to the album and while 
listening to the CD; different scenes from the movie 
will be painted in your mind. 
"It was more than what I expected," said 
Calvin Clark, a freshman pre-nursing major. "He 
went really deep into his life." 
The movie is tolerable thanks to director Jim 
Sheridan, an Irish immigrant who has made such 
films as "In America" and "My Left Foot," and 
Terence Wmter, who wrote for the HBO hit "The 
Sopranos," and a good supporting cast around 
Jackson. 
Sheridan, who is from North Ireland, under-
stands the underdog struggle of the suppressed. 
"Get Rich" will make you laugh and it will 
make you cringe, but it is safe to assume 50 Cent was 
not trying to make new fans. 
In fact, it's almost safe to assume the rapper 
only wants to let society know how and why "50 
Cent" is the man he is today. 
**stars 
a FEATURE 
Justin Harris 
Senior 
Major: Communication Studies 
Favorite Quote: "If you got 
something good hold on to it. 
:Always follow your heart." 
Stephanie Johnson 
Senior 
Major: Journalism 
Favorite Quote: "Human is 
beautiful, perfect is boring'' 
Marcus Smith 
Sophomore 
Major. Biological Sciences 
Favorite Quote: "Never regret 
anything you've ever done, 
because at one point of time, 
it's exactly what you wanted." 
Jamie Roberts 
Freshman 
Major: Accounting 
Favorite Quote: "Life is full of 
obstacles, only you make the 
choices" 
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Tierra Hall 
Junior 
Major. Accountmg 
Favorite Quote: "Don't let the 
fear of striking out keep you 
from playing the game" 
Keyun Newble 
Junior 
Major: Communication Stud1es 
Favorite Quote" "Life is like a 
box of chocolates, you never 
know what you're gonna get" 
Candice Reeder 
Sent or 
Major. Elementary Education maJOr 
Favorite Quote: "Isn't she love-
ly, isn't she wonderful" 
Terron Williams 
Freshman 
Major: Industrial Technology 
Favorite Quote: "You can't 
dodge the rain but you follow --.,.... __ 
the drips, because in every drop 
there is pain involved."- Juelz-~---­
Santana 
Justin Hutchinson 
Junior 
MaJor: Communication Studies 
Favorite Quote: "Everybody's 
got to have a dream" 
Brlttani McGhee 
Freshman 
Major: Broadcasting/communications 
Favorite Quote: "Never make 
failure an option" 
Alex Tolbert 
Freshman 
Major: Business/music 
Favorite Quote: "The future 
belongs to those who prepare 
for it" 
Did you enjoy this? 
Do you have any ideas that you would 
like to see in Minority Today? If so, 
send us an email or come to our meet-
ings in Buzzard wary Monday at 6pm. 
